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Résumé.- On étudie l'influencedes effetsd'indiscernabilitédes atomes sur les propriétés de transport dans un
gaz orienté à basse température, 3HeÎ par exemple, le gaz étant supposé dilué et donc non dégénéré. Dans ce but,
on commence par étudier en détail ces effets dans une collision binaire; bien que l'on néglige toute interaction
agissant sur les spins pendant la collision, on constate que des effets d'interférence quantique peuvent conduire
à des changements de leur orientation (effets de rotation de spins identiques). Dans une seconde étape, on écrit
une équation de Boltzmann satisfaite par un opérateur densité de spin ps(r, p), qui joue un rôle analogue à la
fonction de distribution classique de Boltzmann f(r, p), et peut être obtenu par transformation de Wigner de l'opé-
rateur densité à une particule; dans cette équation, les effets d'indiscernabilité introduisent trois nouvelles « sections
efficaces» indépendantes, alors que le terme classique ne dépend que d'une seule. L'application de la méthode de
Chapman-Enskog à l'ordre le plus bas introduit alors un opérateur linéaire de collision Fe qui dépend explicitement
de l'orientation M du gaz; en particulier, si M n'est pas nul, Fe n'est pas hermitique. Enfin, les résultats précédents
sont appliqués à deux cas particuliers,conduction de la chaleur et viscosité, et l'on obtient la dépendance des
coefficients correspondants en fonction de M. Cette dépendance peut être très marquée à basse température.
Dans l'article qui suit celui-ci, on étudie le problème de la diffusion de spin et l'on prédit un certain nombre d'effets
quantiques dus à l'indiscernabilité des particules: équation de diffusion anisotrope, non linéaire, couPlage avec
un gradient thermique.

Abstract. - The transport properties of a spin polarized gag at low temperature eHeÎ for instance)are studied,
the emphasis being put on the particle indistinguishability effects during collisions; the gas is dilute and no degene-
racy effects occur. We first study in detail the,partic1e indistinguishability effects in a binary collision and, although
all interactions involving the spins are completely ignored during the collision time, we note that interference
effects can lead to a change of the spin directions «<identical spin rotation effect »). From this study, we obtain
the collision term of a Boltzmann equation for a spin operator ps(r, p), which is the analogue of a classical Boltz-
mann distribution function fer, p), and can be obtained by a Wigner transform - with respect to the orbital varia-
bles - of the one particle density operator; in this Boltzmann equation, in addition to the classical term which
depends on one cross section, several terms arise from partic1e indistinguishability effects and introduce 3 other,
independent, «cross sections ». The c1assical Chapman-Enskog approximation is then used and a linearized colli-
sion operator Fe is 0btained ; r cdepends on the spin polarization M in the gas and, if Mis not zero, r c is not a Her-
mitian operator. Final1y, the preceding results are applied to two particular cases, heat conduction and viscosity of
the gas, and the M dependence of the corresponding coefficient is obtained; such a dependence may be very marked
at lowremperatures, when quantum effects are dominant.
ln the next article, the spin diffusion in the polarized gas is studied and some partic1e indistinguishability effects
are predicted : the spin diffusion equation becomes non-linear and anisotropic, and is coupled to a temperature
gradient.

Introduction. - Spin polarized quantum fluids are
interesting physical systems, which are predicteel to
exhibit a series of unusual properties, arising from
the enhanced role of particle indistinguishability
effects when oRly one spin state is occupied [1].This
is truc, DOtonly for dense systems where degeneracy
effects occur, but also for dilute non-degenerate gâS8S~"
because particle indistinguishability effects may be

essential during collisions and consequently strongly
affect the non-equilibrium properties of the system.
ln this article, we shall more specifically discuss the
transport properties (heat conduction and viscosity)
of spin polarized 3He, often denoted by 3Hej, where
the spin orientation is purely nuclear. Actually, our
sindy cao also be applied to spin polarized H and D
since, when the electronic spins of these atoms are
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polarized in a high magnetic field e), and when the
temperature is low enough, the only levels which
remain accessible correspond to the varions possible
orientations ofthe nucleus (proton or deuton). Obtain-
ing a nuclear polarization in these systems by creating
a population difference between the nuclear sublevels
may be possible in the near future (*),Siliceseverallabo-
ratories have recently succeeded in performing measu-
rements on atomic H and D at low temperatures
[2, 3, 4].

ln agas, Silice atomic collision times are relatively
short, a good approximation in most practical situa-
tions is to consider that the nuclear spins are comple-
tely unaffected during collisions [5]; ibis inertia of the
nuclear spins is sometimes calleda «spin Franck-
Condon effect» [6] or the « nuclear flywheel effect ».
Under these circumstances, it seems at first sight that
the nuclear variables will be completely decoupled
froID the transport properties of the gas (except of
course in the case of spin diffusion), and that the pro-
blem is particularly simple. A trivial method to include '

indistinguishability effects would then be to use the
classical expression for the heat conduction coefficient
and just replace the classical cross section by a quan-
tum cross section inclUding symmetry effects, that is
a cross section where the square modulus of the scat-
tering amplitude

!.ise,(e)12 (distinguishable particles)
bas been changed into the symmetric form :

t 1 Ise,(e) + eIse,(n- e) 12 (identical particles)

(e = + 1 for bosons, - 1 for fermions). Actually two
atolls entering a collision are perfectly identical only
if they are in the saille nuclear spin state; thus, the
relevant cross section is rather a « spin average» of
two cross sections, one symmetrized and one DOt,
with weights given by the probability that any pair
of atolls will be in the saille spin state; in ibis way,
one obtains expressions of the transport coefficients
which depend on the average nuclear polarization M
of the gas. This point of view implies that there is no
correlation between the velocity and the spin direction
of the atoms; it is in fact much too naïve, as we shall
see below (it does DOtgive correct predictions for the
M dependence of the heat conductivity for example).

Another simple approach is to consider that the gas
is similar to a mixture of several atomic species, asso-
ciated with every possible spin orientation along an
arbitrary quantization axis (for spin 1/2 atolls sncb
as 3He, there would be two different species). Then,
the classical theories for studying two (or more)
component gaseous mixtures Gan be used. Sncb an
image is more elaborate than the preceding one (for
example, it cali predict correlations between the

cr) To simplify, we assume that the hyperfine decoupling
is complete.

(*) Note added in proo!: Since the present article was
submitted for publication, a strong nuc1ear polarization in
Hi has been reported by R. W. Cline et al. [23].

velocities and the spin state of the atolls). Neverthe-
less, we will see that it is DOtadequate in ail situations.
For instance, it Gan clearly DOt include any effect
related to non-diagonal elements of the spin density
matrix (transverse components of the magnetization);
inother words, situations where the average magneti-
zation changes direction in space cannot be described
by ibis simple image.

A good illustration of the non-trivial character of
these questions may be found in the literature concern-
ing spin diffusion in gaseous 3He : even in the simple
case where the nUclear polarization is negligible, the
correct way to take into account particle indistin-
guishability effects bas DOtalways been perfectly clear.
Apparently, for some time, the most popular method
was nothing but the first« naïve approach »mentioned
above (spin averaged cross section), which led to theo-
retical values of the spin diffusion coefficient D syste-
matically smaller than the experimental results. This
situation remained unchanged until Emery [7]pointed
out that spin diffusion phenomena were fundamentally
different from heat conduction and viscosity, as far as
particle indistinguishability effects areconcerned : in
spin diffusion, due to momentum conservation, colli-
sions between atoms in the saille nuclear spin state
do DOtaffect directly the spin (magnetization) current
Je). The value of J will then depend only on the
cross section for collisions between atolls in opposite
spin states, which are in principle distinguishable, so
that their cross section is simply proportion al to
IIse.(e) 12.Consequently, one expects that, for spin dif-
fusion phenomena particle indistinguishability effects
are Dot important (the saille conclusion is DOt valid
for other transport phenomena). Emery's contribution
led to a significantly better agreement between theory
and experiment.

The aim of the present article is to develop a detailed
theory of transport properties in a dilute spin pola-
rized gas, starting froID a more general point of view
which includes carefully the particle indistinguishabi-
lity effects and allows one to see the limits of validity
of the preceding models. No assumption will be made
on the value of the nuclear polarization M, which is
DOtnecessarily small (as would be the case if the spins
were near thermal equilibrium). The organization of
the article is the following.

We first (§ 1) give a detailed sindy of a binary col-
lision, recalling the results already obtained in the
Appendix Il of a preceding article [8]; we discuss the
interference effects introduced by particle indistin-
guishability, and see how they may affect the nuclear
spin orientation.. ln terms of spin density opera tors,
these effects are described by anticommutators and

cz) An analoguous situation holds for a classical mixture
of two gases A and B, where the concentration current is
not directly affected by collisions between atolls of the
saille species; thus, the diffusion coefficient D depends on
the cross section ŒABfor collision between atolls A and B,
but not on (JAAor ŒBB(when small corrections are neglected).
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commutators, the latter introducing the «identical
spin rotation effect ».

We then (§ 2) write a Boltzmann equation for a
spin operator pJ.r, p) which replaces the usual Boltz-
mann distribution function f(r, p), following the work
of Waldman [9] and Snider [10], or calculations
concerning quantum fluids (see for example the work
of Silin [11]).The «mixed » operator ps(r, p) is classi-
cal with respect to the external variables of the atoms
(Ps depends on two parameters rand p), but is still
an operator in the spin state space. It cali be obtained
by a Wigner transform of the one particle density
operator with respect to the external variables, and is
weIl suited to any semi':classical situation where the r
and p dependences are sufficiently slow. We restrict
ourselves to dilute gases and the Boltzmann equation
we obtain does Dot include any degeneracy effects.
Nevertheless, the structure of the (binary) collision
term is more complex than in its classical counter-
part: besicles a « classical » term (**), several commu-
tators and anticommutators appear which introduce
particle indistinguishability effects «<identical spin
rotation effect », etc.). Instead of only one collision
cross section, this collision term contains 4 «cross
sections »,which depend in a different way on the inter-
atomic potential. At this stage, it may be seen that,
depending on the physical situation of interest (the
macroscopic gradients of temperature, or orientation,
etc.) and of the value of the magnetization M, different
linear combinations of the 4 independent «cross
sections» play the dominant Iole.

ln §3, we briefly discuss the approximation methods
for solving the spin Boltzmann equation, and some
properties of the linearized collision operator Fe' ln
particular, we show that quantum effects introduce
non hermitian terms in Fe'

Finally, in §§4 and 5, we apply the preceding consi-
derations to the calculation of the heat conduction
and viscosity coefficients of a partially spin polarized
gas. ln the limits where M = 0 or M = 1, we find
again either the classical results or the results obtained
in a preceding article [12]. For intermediate values of

{
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with:

the nuclear polarization, we find the value of the coef-
ficients as a function of M and we discuss the corre-
lation between external and spin variables introd.uced
by particle indistinguishability effects.

The following article gives a detailed study of spin
diffusion phenomena in a polarized dilute gels. First,
a simple approach is used to calculate the M depen-
dence of the spin diffusion coefficient D and, in the
limit where M tends to zero, we find again Emery's
results. When M is Dot negligible, the diffusion equa-
tion we obtain is somewhat different from the classical,
equation : it is anisotropic and non-linear, and predicts
spin oscillations in some cases. Second, a more ela-
borate approach is used to study the coupling between
heat conduction and spin diffusion, which is introduced
by quantum indistinguishability effects. Isotopic mix-
tures of 3He and 4He are also considered.

1. Effects of a binary collision on the spin density
operator. - ln this section, we study the effect of a
collision between two atoms on the density operator
associated with their spin variables, including particle
indistinguishability effects.

1 . 1 COLLISIONBETWEENTWO IDENTICALSPINS.-

Let us consider two identical atoms, bath in their
electronic ground state, entering a collision; in addi-
tion to their external variables, these atoms possess
internaI variables associated with their nuclear spins.
We shall assume that, during the collision, the effects
of aIl interactions on the nuclear spins are completely
negligible (this assumption is valid in many practical
situations, Silicethe collision times are often very short).
No particular assumption is made concerning the
state of the internaI variables of the atoms before
collision: their spins are described by two density
opera tors Pl and Pz (obtained by a trace operation
over the external variables), which are in general DOt
equal, or even diagonal in the same basis.

ln the centre of mass reference frame, the density
operator of the whole system before collision is e) :

! [1 + sPzd (}init[1+ sPzd (la)

(}init = fd3ki u(ki) fd3k; u*(k;) Il : ki, 2 : - ki > < 1 : k;, 2 : - k; 1 @ PI(1) @ pz(2).
(lb)

ln this equation, nki is the relative linear momentum of the two atoms and the function u(kJ gives (in the interac-
tion representation) the coefficients of a wave racket associated with the relative motion of the particles before
collision. We assume that :

fd3ki 1 u(ki) Iz = 1; Tr { Pl } = Tr { Pz} = 1

(**) Throughout the present and the following articles,
we shaH calI « classical terms » the terms of the Boltzmann
equation which are not introduced by particle indistinguisha-
bility effects. This does not mean that these terms caTIbe
obtained from a purely classical calculation: the cross

(2a)

section O"k(fI)which appears in this «classical » term is a
quantum cross section, expressed in terms of phase shifts
and including so-called «diffraction effects ».

e) We use the notation of reference [8].
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(normalization condition), and:

fd3ki u(kJ u( - kJ = 0
(2b)

[the momentum of the incoming particle is sufficiently well defined to avoid any overlap between u(kJ and
u(- kJJ. ln equation (la), we have used the symmetrization operator :

1

)2 [1 + sPzd

[due to (2b), the norma1ization coefficient is simply 11)2 J, where :

{

+ 1 for bosons

s = - 1 for fermions.

We note that the PZI operator acts, not on1y on the external variables (it reverses the sign of ki), but a1so on
the internaI variables described by Pl and pz. To write (l), we have assumed that, before collision, there is no
correlation, either between the atomsor between internaI and external variables (4).

We denote by S the (unitary) operator which, in the interaction representation, gives the evolution of the
system between time - t (long before the collision) and + t (long after the collision). SinGe the collision has
no direct effect on the nuclear spins, the S operator acts in the space of the external, but not internaI, variables.
We shall write :

< 1 : kr; 2 : - kr 1 S Il : ki; 2 : - ki > = S(kr, kJ = i5(kr- kJ - 2 in + i5(ki - kr) T(kr, kJ
Ji kj

(3)

l
'1
i
1
1
1
!,

where fl is the relative mass (fl = ml2 for identical atolls) and T the so called transition operator.
We now want to obtain the spin density operator Pr(Qr) of the atolls with final velocity inside the solid

angle Qr (no energy selection). The matrix elements of this operator are obtained by a partial trace operation:

< mIl Pr(Qr) 1m;) = r d3kr 2: x
JQ, ml

X <1 :kr;2: -krl<l :mI;2:m~I[1 +SPZI]SŒinitS+[l +sPzI]11 :kr;2: -kr>ll :m~;2:m~>. (4)

ln this equation, the kets 1 ml > are any set of states giving an orthonormal basis in the state space of one
nuclear spin [sinGe PZI and S are commuting operators, and sinGe(PZI)Z = l, it has been possible in (4) to
suppress the pZ! operators which act directly on the right or left hand side of ŒiniJ From (3), we obtain :

< ml 1 Pr(Qr) 1 m~ > = A(Qr) < ml 1Pl 1 m~ > + B(Qr) < ml 1Pz 1m~ > +

+ sC(Qr) L: < m7 1Pl 1 m~ > < ml 1Pz 1m7 >
mÏ

+ sC*(Qr) L: < ml 1Pl 1m7 > < tn~ 1 Pz 1m~ > .
mÏ

(5)

A(Qr) = L, d3kr fd3ki u(kJ fd3k; u*(k;) S(kr, kJ S*(kr, k;)

C(Qr) = L, d3kr fd3ki u(kJ fd3k; u*(k;) S( - kr, kJ S*(kr, k;)

,

l,
j

where :

(6a)

(6b)

(4) ln this section, we study the collision between two atolls and we are not concerned with possible correlations bet-
ween their internai and external variables. ln fact, we may even assume (as is clone below) that the momenta of both atolls are
very well defined, so that no such correlation can OCCuf.

ln the Testof the article, we generalize our study to our ensemble of atolls, described by a Wigner distribution, which
includes possible correlations between the velocity and the spin direction of one atoll. Nevertheless, we shall still assume
that the variables of two different atolls entering a collision are not correlated «<molecular chaos assumption », valid for
dilute gases).
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and:

B(Qr) = A( - Qr) (6c)

[- Qr symbolizes the solid angle which includes aIl directions opposed to Qr]. Equation (5) Gan also be written
in an operator form :

Pr(Qr) = A(Qr) Pl + A( - Qr) Pz + 8C(Qr)PzPl + 8C*(Qr) Pl Pz. (7)

The first two ferros on the right hand side of(7) are easy to understand : when the two atoms are distinguishable,
one Gandetect eitherof them insidethe solidangle Qr; sincethe nuclear spins are unaffectedduring the collision,
the spin density operator is then either Pl or Pz, with coefficients proportion al to the scattering probabilities
of atom l or 2 into the final directions. The two last terms in the right hand side of(7) arise only when the atoms
are indistinguishable; they are due to interference effects between two different pro cesses for distinguishable
atolls (one of the atoll is scatteredeither through a given- or the opposite - direction CS»). Theseinterference
ferros Ganbe written :

8CR(Qr) [Pl' pz]+ - i8ClQr) [Pl' Pz]

where CR and iCI are the real and imaginary parts of C(Qr), and:

[Pl' PZ]+ = Pl Pz + Pz Pl

\
1

r

r

1

is the anticommutator of Pl and pz. Since the trace of a commutator is zero, the number of atolls scattered
in any given direction depends only on CR,The CI coefficient plays a role when the evolution of the internaI
variables of the atoms is considered. The corresponding change of the spin variables occurs only if bath ope-
rators Pl and Pz Gannat simultaneously be diagonalized, and is therefore a pure coherence effect (for a 1/2 spin
for example,it is weIlknown that changing the relative phase of the coefficientsof the state vector on 1 + >
and 1 - > amounts to changing the transverse spin orientation).

At this point, it is interesting to separate in the equations the effect occurring in the spherically scattered
wavefroIDthose arising in the transmitted wave (forward scattering).To do this, we Ganwrite :

f
" l'! '
1 .t

{A(QrJ :Ao(Qr) + Arwd,(Qr)+ A:wd,(Qr)+ Ascatt(Qr)
C(Qr) - CrwdJQr) + Crwd,( - Qr) + Cscatt(Qr)

(8)

where :

i

Ao(Qr) = r d3 kr u*(kr) u(kr)
Jrh

Arwd.(Qr) }= - 2 in ~r d3kr u*(kr) fd3ki ~(kJ ki 1 (j(ki - kr){T(kr, kJCrwd,(Qr) Jr~f T( - kr, ki)

Ascatt(Qr)}= 4 nz ~:l d3kr fd3ki u(kJ fd3ki u*(k;) [ki kir 1 (j(ki - kr) (j(k; - kr) T*(kr, k;){T(kr, ki)

Cscatt(Qr) !lf T( -kr, ki) .

(9c)

(9a)

(9b)

The coefficient Ao clearly concerns the particles which have not interacted (no collision), since it does
not depend on T, and since :

if

if

Qi n Qr = 0

Qi C Qr

Ao = 0

Ao = l

where Qi is the solid angle in which the momentum of the incident particle Ganbe found [that is where u(k) =1=Ol
Condition (2b) implies that there is no Co coefficient.

e) If Qr = 4 n (ail atoms detected), one Ganshow [Ref. [8],§ 2.2. 2J that A(4 n) = 1, CC4 n) = 0; ail particle indistinguis-
hability effects disappear and Pr(4 n) = Pl + pz. SinGe there is no hamiltonian acting on the spins, it is not surprising that
the one atom spin density operator should remain unchanged when the external variables are completely ignored.

One also obtains Tr { Pr(4 n) } = 2, which is related to the fact that the collision involves two atoms.
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The coefficients Afwd.and Cfwd.concem the transmitted particles (interference effects in the forward direc-
tion); again, these coefficients vanish if Qi n Qf = O.

Ascattand Cscattare related to the partides scattered in aIl space directions and these coefficients do Dot
vanish in general, when Qf is any solid angle.

Until DOW,we have made no particular assumption conceming the wave racket u(kJ We can assume
that the function u(ki) is strongly peaked around a value ki = ko (quasi plane wave). Then, the variations over
this peak of T(kf, ki) are negligible, and when Qf :::JQi' Afwd.and Cfwd.become proportional to :

kü 1 Tko(:t ko, ko) fd3k u*(k) fd2k' k'2 u(kk')

where ko and k' denote the angular variables of ko and k', and:

Tko(k, k') = T(ko k, ko k'). (10)

If the solid angle Qi is smaIl enough, the integral over d2k', which is to be calculated (in the k' space) over a
small region of a sphère with radius k' = k, can be approximated by an integral over a small portion of a plane
(orthogonal to the Oz direction in the saille space). The 5-tuple integral then becomes :

f dkz ffdkx dky u*(kx, ky, kz) ffdk~ dk~ u(k~, k~, kz) = f dkz l*(kz) l(kz)
(lla)

with

l(kz) = ffdkx dky u(kx' ky, kz) .

If DOWwe introduce the wave function l/1(r)of the incident (relative) particle :

(1lb)

we have:
l/1(x,y, z) = (2 n)-3/2 f d3k eik.r u(k)

1/1(0,0, z) = (2 n)-3/2 f dkz eikz l(kz).

(12a)

(12b)

But the norm of a function and of its Fourier transform are equal (Parseval-Plancherel equality) :

l
"
./,

<Pi = f dz 1 1/1(0,0, z) 12 = (21nYf dkz1 l(kz) 12.
(12e)

:'
The integral written in (lIa), divided by 4 n2, is thus simply equal to <Pi,Actually, this number has a simple
physical interpretation since, if dS is any infinitesimal surface in the xOy plane (perpendicular to the initial
momentum !iko), <PidS gives the total probability of finding the particle inside a cylinder parallel to Oz and
of cross section dS. It is physically DOtsurprising that the effects of a collision are proportional to <Pi: since
we have assumed that u(k) is a very narrow peaked function, l/1(x,y, z) has locally (in the region of the potential)
the structure of an almost perfect plane wave, and <Pigives the probability flux of this plane wave (more pre-
cisely, cfJiis the time integral of this flux).

The two other coefficients Ascat!and Cscattare also proportional to cfJisince they involve the integral

tf d2k TUk, ko) Tko(:t k, ko) f dk f d2ki kt u(kkJ f d2k; k? u(kk';) =

= (2 n)2 cfJi r d2k Tto<k, ko) Tko(:t k, ko)'
JQf

(13)

The results obtained can be summarized in the following formulas:

Transmitted wave (Qf :::JQi' 1 Qf 1 ~ 4 n) :

{

Sn3J1.. ~'~ .*~A

pf(fwd.) - Pl = <Pi - Ji?ko [1TkO<ko,ko) - lTko(ko, ko)] Pl -

S n3 f1 . ~ ~ . *~ ~

}- 1>!i2 ko (1Tko(- ko, ko) P2 Pl - 1Tko(- ko, ko) Pl P2) .
(14)
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Scattered wave (Dr = bQr,no intersection with QJ :

. 16n;4 1l2 A A 2 A A 2
pc<.bQr) = bDr4>i Fi4 { 1 Tko(kr, ka) 1 Pl + 1 Tko( - kr, ka) 1 P2 +

A A * A A A A * A A 1-+ sTkO<- kr, ka) Tko(kr, ka) P2 Pl + sTko(kr, ka) TkO<- kr, ka) Pl P2 J . (15)

If we choose Dr = - Qi' we can obtain Pr (backward); in fact, the result is simply given by interchanging Pl
and P2 in (14), as one could expect physically.

1.2 PHYSICALDISCUSSION.- Equation (14) shows that, for distinguishable nuc1ei, the density
operator of the transmitted partic1es is proportional to Pl and that ils variation depends on the imaginary part
of Tko(ka,ka); it is well known that the total cross section (JIdepends on the imaginary part of the scattering
amplitude in the forward direction:

16 n;3 Il A A 1-

ay(k) = - fi2 k lm { Tk(k, k) J .
(16a)

: 1 Nevertheless, the partic1e-indistinguishability terms (those proportion al to s) depend, in general (if Pl does
DOtcommute with P2),on both the real and imaginary parts of T, calculated when kr = - kj (one of the two
interfering processes occurs in the backward direction). It is thug convenient to derme the two real quantites
{Tf~d.and 't'f~d.by : .

ex.
(k)

. ex. (k) - 16 n;3 Il 'T ( k
A

k
A

)
arwd. - l't'rwd. - Fi2k 1 k - , .

(16b)

The partic1e indistinguishability terms for the transmitted partic1es are then proportio:tial to :

af~d'<k)[Pl' P2]+ + i't'f~d'<k)[Pb P2].

The trace of this expression is related to the total scattering probability (no spin measurement after collision);
since only the anticommutator [Pl' P2]+ survives a trace operation, the effectsof the Pauli principle on this
probability are proportional to the coefficient af~d.. As for the term in 't'f~d.,it contains a commutator, and
thug corresponds to a change of the internaI variable state which cao be described in terms of an effectivehamil-
tonian (proportion al to 't'~~d.P2)' For spin 1/2 fermions, this introduces a rotation of the spin due to an effec-
tive magnetic field; in general, we shall call this effect the « identical spin rotation effect ». One cao point out
the similarity with the Faraday effect where the spins of photons are rotated in the transmitted beam.

Let us DOWdiscuss the spin state of the scattered partic1es. ln equation (15), we see that, for distinguishable
atolls, the density operator Pr(bQr) depends only on the scattering cross section:

A A 16n;4 1l2 l
A A

1

2

ak(ki>kr) = aie) = fi4 Tk(ke. kJ
(16c)

where e is the angle between directions ki and kr. Atom 1 gives a contribution which is proportional to aie) Pl'
atoll 2 a contribution proportional to aln; - e) P2, which is easy to understand physically. The particle indis-
tinguishability terms are less trivial, and depend on the two real coefficients a:x. and 't'~x,defined by: .

ex'
(k

A
k
A

)
. ex'

(k
A

k
A

)
- ex'(e)

. ex,
(o) - 16 n;4 1l2 T ( k

A

k
A

) T *(k
A

k
A

)
.

ak j, r - l't'k j, r - ak - l't'k - fi4 kt - r, i kt r, i .
(16d)

Again, a~x'(e)gives rise to an anticommutator with a non-?:eto trace in general and 't'~x'(e)to a commutator
describing the « identical spin rotation effect» for the laterally scattered atollS.

With notation (16), equations (14) and (15) become :

. pc<.fwd.)- Pl = 4>i{ - (Tr(k)Pl - ~ af~d'<k)[Pl' P2]+ - i ~ 't'~~d.(k)[Pl' P2]}

Pr(bDr) = 4>ibQr { adki> kr) Pl + ak.(- kj, kr) P2 + BCJ~~'(ki,kr) [Pl' P2]+ + iB't'~~'(kj,kr) [Pl' P2]} .

(17)

(18)

Let us DOWassume that both nuc1ear spins are in two pure, orthogonal, states. Then

Pl P2 = P2 Pl = 0
LE JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE - T. 43, N" 2, FÉVRIER1982 14
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and we sec that all particle indistinguishability terms in (17) and (18) vanish. ln particular, Pr(6Qf) becomes
proportional to :

(Jk((})Pl + (Jk(n - 8) P2 ex 1 Tk(ki> kr) 12 Pl + 1 Tk(ki, - kr) 12 P2' (19)

The opposite situation occurs when bath nuc1ear spins are in the Saille pure state, that is when :

Pl = P2 = (pJ2 = (P2)2 .

The commutators in (17) and (18) then vanish, and Pr(6Qr) becomes proportional to :

with. :
2 (Jii(ki> kr) Pl

~ ~ 16 n4 f.12
1

~ ~ ~ A

1

2

2 aii(ki, kr) = (Jl8) + (Jln - 8) + 2 s(J~x'(e) = 114 Tlkr, kJ + sTk( - kr, ki) : (20)

ln this case, the atolls are fully indistinguishable and the scattering amplitude: Tk(kr, kJ must be replaced by :

Tlkr, kJ + sTl- kr, kJ

which means that interference effects between scattering pro cesses in opposite directions can occur.
We cali now use the unitary character of the S operator to show that the various (J and "C coefficients are

not completely independent. From (6) and condition (2b), one easily obtains, if Dr = 4 n :

A(4n) = 1

C(4 n) = O.

Equations (8) then give :

16 n3 f.1
{ '\ 16 n4 f.12 i d2

1

~ A

1

2

1 = 1 +!i2 ([Jilm Tk(ko, ka) J + !i4 CPi kr Tlkr, ka)ko 4n

- 16 n3 f.1 ~ A '\ 16n4 f.12 i 2 A * ~ A - A

0- !i2k ([Jilm{Tk(-ko,kO)J + 114 ([Ji dkrTk/kr,kJ1k/-kr,kJ0 4n
or :

(JrCk) = { d2kr (Jlki, kr)
J4n

(2Ia)

(J~~d.(k) = f d1f{r (J~x'(ki, kr)
4n

(21b)

0 = ( d2kr "C~x'(ki>kr)
J4n

(21 e)

("C~~d,is not the integral of "C~x.over ail possible directions).
The rotation al invariance of the interaction hamiltonian can be used to show that :

T(kr, ki) = T( - kr, - ki) (na)

(invariance under the effect of a rotation of axis perpendicular to ki and kr and angle n). The time reversai inva-
riance implies that :

T(kr, kJ = T( - ki, - kr) (22b)

which, combined with (22a), gives :

T(kr, kJ = T(k;, kr) (22e)

(equality of the scattering amplitudes for two « inverse collisions »). We therefore have:

(J(kj,kr) = a(kr, ki)

(Jex'(k- k ) = (Jex'(k k )" r r, l

"Cex'(ki>kr) = "Cex'(kr,kJ.

(22d)
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The expression of the transition matrix T as a function of the phase shifts (jl is :

A A !i2
Tiki, kf) = - - k Leibl sin (jl Y'['*(kf) YT(kJ .

nfl l,m
(23a)

Then:

(JT(k) = 4: L(2l+ 1) sinz (j\k 1

(Ji8) = klzL L (2 l + 1)(2/' + 1) ei(b,-bl')sin (jl sin (j/,P1(cos 8) Pl'(cos 8)
1 /'

l

J

(23b)

(Jex. (k) - i7;ex.(k) = - i 4 n ,, ( - 1)
1
(2 l + 1) eibl sin (j

}

fwd: fwd. k2 f 1

(J~x'(8) - i7;~x'(8) = ~L L (- 1Y(2 l + 1)(2/' + 1) ei(b,-b,') sin (jl sin (jl' P1(cos 8) P/'(cos 8)
k 1 Z'

(23c)

[the coefficients arising froID particle indistinguishabi1ity include a (- 1Y in the sommation]. From these
equalities, one cao ob tain again equations (21).

At low energies, when k -+ 0, the standard behaviour of the phase shifts (jz is :

(jz '" (ka)2l+ 1

where a is approximate1y equa1 to the potential range. Then, inequations (23), all but the l = 0 terms become
negligible and, if ao is the scattering 1ength, we obtain :

.0'

(JT(k) '" (J~~d.ck)'" 4 n((jo/k)2 = 4 na~

(Jk(8) '" (Jr"(8) '" ((jo/k)2 = a~

T~~d.(k)'" (4 n/k2) (jo -+ 00

T~x'(8) '" ((jO/k)2 (jl~ LD Se--.

It is interesting to remark that, at low energies, the dominant effect of the collision is the « identical spin rota-
tion effect» in the forward direction (effective magnetic field for spin 1/2 particles).

(24)"f

2. A Boltzmann equation for the spin density operator. - ln this section, we wish to ob tain a Boltzmann
equation, va1id for particles with internaI spin variables, and including all particle indistinguishability effects.
Since we are interested on1y in low density gases (no degeneracy effects), we cao treat the external variables of
the atoms classically. It is then usua1 (see for example [7, 9, 10, Il]) to introduce an operator ps(r, p), acting
only in the internaI variable state, and depending on the rand p parameters, which is the Wigner transform
(with respect to the external variables) of the one atom density operator p [13].The (2 1 + 1) x (2 1 + 1) matrix
elements of ps(r, p) are defined by :

< ml 1 ps(r, p) 1 m~ > = (2 nli)-3 f d3r' eip.r'j1ï (ml' r - .~ 1 p 1 m~, r + ;J

= (2 nli)-3 f d3p' eip'.r/Ii (ml, P + ~ 1 p 1 m~, p - ~ J'
(25a)

The usual classical distribution function fer, p) is then given by :

fer, p) = Trs { ps(r, p) } (25b)

and the condition Tr { p } = 1 gives :

f d3r f d3pfer, p) = 1.
(25c)

For spin 1/2 particles, we cao write :

ps(r,p) = i fer, p) [1 + M(r, p). 0"] (26a)

('
\.
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where (Fsymbolizes the Pauli matrices and Mis the (relative) polarization of atoms with position rand momen-
tum p:

O~M~l.

We shall also use the notation:

.At (r, p) = fer, p) M(r, p) . (26b)

~.l GENERALFORMOF THE EQUATION.- For an ideal gag (no particle interactions), the hamilto-
man IS :

H = l PtJ2 m
i

where Pi is the momentum operator of atom i. Using a Wigner transform of the Schrodinger equation, one
obtains [13] :

d 1
dl ps(r, p) = - m p. Vr ps(r, p) (27)

The right hand side of (27) will be called the drift (or free flight) term.
ln order to obtain all terms of a Boltzmann equation, we DOWhave to add the effects of collisions. The

usual Boltzmann theory treats the collisions as infinitely short phenomena (impact approximation), so that
only the net result of each collision has to be taken into account This is precisely what we have clone for one
collision in the preceding section by using the S matrix. The time variation of ps(r, p) due to the collisions is
the SUffiof two terms which correspond to particles leaving, or entering, the phase space element d3r d3p :

d

l

' d

i

oul d

l

in

dl = dl + dl .
coli coli coli

These two terms will be obtained frOIDequations (17) and (18) respectively.
ln section l, we have assumed that Pl and Pz are normalized density operators with trace one. Here, to

describe the statistical ensemble of atoms, we have a different normalization, given by (25b), so that we have
the correspondence : .

ps(r, p) +-+fer, p) Pl .

The effect of a collision between one atom with momentum p and one atom with momentum p - qi can be
obtained froID equation (17); multiplying this equation by fer, p) fer, p - qi) and integrating over d3qj, we
cali obtain the effect of all collisions where one atom leaves the space element d3r d3p around rand p, between
time 1 and 1 + dl :

( "\
. /<tYy-qt)

d

j

ouI

f
.c

{dl pS<r,p) x dl = - d3qj vr dl (lT(k;) fer, p - q;)pS<r,p) +coli

+ ~ (l~~d.ck;)[ps(r, p), ps(r, P - q;)] + + i ~ 1:~~d.ck;)[ps(r, p), ps(r, P - q;)] }. (28a)
with:

q
v.(q) = m . (28b)

The factor Urdl gives the flux in the relative particle space, integrated over the time, that is precisely the quan-
tity cJ>iof the precedingsection. ln (28a),k is the wave vector of the relative particle of mass /l = ml2 :

qj qj
Fikj = /lVr= J1m = 2" . (28c)

To obtain the effect of collisions transferring atoms into the phase space element d3r d3p, it is convenient
to introduce the notation:

Pl = P
}Pz = P - qr

P'I = (p - t qr) + t qi

}
1

(p
l

)
l .

Pz = - "2qr -"2 qi
(29)
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For an elastic collision leaving one atoll with momentum p, aIl possible momenta of the incoming atoms are
given by P~ and P~, where qj and qe are any vector having the Salle length.

The number of pairs of atoms in the phase space element d3r~ d3p'1d3r; d3p; is :

d3' d3' d3' d 3'
f(

' '
)f(

' '
)rl Pl r2 P2 rl> Pl r2, P2 .

Instead of r'l' r~, P~,P~, we can use the variables r, p, P,qi defined by :

r~=r+!p

}r~=r-!p

, 1 1 A

}

Pl = P + 2" qj - 2"qj qe.
, 1 1 A .

P2 = P - 2"qj - 2"qj qe
(30a)

,where {jeis fixed Then, a simple calculation gives (when (jeis considered as fixed, the modulus of the Jacobian
is one): .

d3r~ d3r; = d3r d3p

d3p'1 d3p~ = d3p d3qj'
(30b)

The reasoning in classical mechanics then goes as follows. During an infinitesimal time dl, the number of pairs
of atoms undergoing a collision where one velocity ends up inside the momentum element d3p, and the final
relative momentum has a direction inside the solid angle d2{je,is obtained by integrating d3p over a cylinder of
volume

d cl.
(

A A

) d2 A

Vr t eTkl qj, qf qe

where 0"/;:'is the « classical » cross section. This number is therefore given by :

d3r d3p d3qj qj dt O"kj({jj,(je) f(r, P'l) f(r, p~) d2{jem .

(we have implicitely used the fact that the spatial variations of f are negligible over a distance Vrdl). An integra-
tion over d3qj and d2{jefinally gives the rate of atoms reaching after collision the volume element d3p.

This classical reasoning can easily be adapted to our case. We can multiply equation (18) by

f(r, P'l) f(r, p~) Vrdt

andintegrateitoverd3qjandd2{je. Wethenobtain:

~
I

in Pif, p) dt = dt f d3qj f d2{jeVr x
dl c01l

x { O"kMi'(je)f(r, p~) Pif, p~) + O"kl(- éj;,(je)f(r, p',) ps(r, p~)

+ w~;'({ji> (jr) [ps(r, P'l)' ps(r, p~)]+ + iB'L~;'(qi>qe) [ps(r, pD, ps(r, Pz)] } (31)

where the d3qj integral is to be ca1culated only over a half-space, in order flot to count the effect of the same colli-
sion twice. But this limitation can easily be removed, sirice changing the sign of qj exchanges p~ and p~, leaves
O"~x.invariant, and changes the sign of 'Lex.[see definition (16d)], we can therefore extend the integral over aIl
space provided that we divide it by two. Using (27), (28) and (31), we can thug write the spin Boltzmann equation
in the form :

%tps(r,p) = - ~ p.Vrps(r,p) - f d3qj Vr [{O"T(kj)f(r, P - qi) ps(r, p) +

+ & O";~d.(kJx [ps(r, p), ps(r, P - qJ] + + i &'L;~d.(kJ[ps(r, p), ps(r, P - qi)] }

- f d2 tJr.{ eTkléj;,éje)f(r, Pz)Pif, p~) + & O"k~'({j;,(je)[pif, p~),Pif, p2)]+

+ i &'L~;'({jj'tir) [pif, P'l), ps(r, p~)] } J. (32a)
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Using equations (21),we cao give a similar structure to the terms arising from ~
l

in and ~
l

out , and rewrite
t coli t coli

(32a) in the form (to simplify the notation, we no longer write explicitely the r dependence of Ps in the collision
term) :

:t ps(r,p) + ~ p.Vrps(r,p) = f d3q' Vrf d2q { (Jk((J)~(P~) PS(P'I) - !(Pz) PS(PI)] +

+ ~ (J~x'((J)[[PS(P'I), Ps(P~)]+ - [PiPI)' Ps(Pz)] +]+ i ~ 1:~x'((J)[PS(P'I), Ps(P~)] }

- i~f d3q~ 1:~:d.(k)[pip), Ps(P - q)] (32b)/77

with [cf. (28b)] :

k = L.
2n'

and:

nk = q'
Vr= -,; m

(32c)

Pl = P

}

P~= P + t q' - t q' q
}Pz = P - q'q P~ = P - t q' - t q' q .

Because 1:~:'d.cannot be expressed as an integral
over dZq of 1:~x'(q,q'), the term corresponding to the
«"identical spin rotation effect » in the forward direc-
tion is DOtincluded in the sum over dzq'. If necessary,
one cao give a more similar form to the terms in
0":x-(8)and 1::x.(O)by subtracting a commutator
[PS(PI),Ps(Pz)] in the latter [relation (2Ic) shows that
the coefficient of this commutator vanishes after
integration over dZq']; nevertheless, this operation
do es DOt suppress the last commutator in 1:~:d.(q).

The collision integral in (32b) cao be written in
several equivalent ways; for example :

f d3qvr f d2q'= f d3q' Vr f d2q

- f d3 1 P - Pz 1 f dz~'- Pz q .m

(33a)

When the integration variables used are Pz and q,
P'l and P~ are defined by :

P~,z= t(p + Pz) ::t t 1 p - Pz 1 q' . (33b)

Since all constants (J(O~ (Jex.(o' 1:ex.(O) and 1:ex.q , q h q . fwd.

are real, as well as the functions f, it cao easily be
verified on (32b) that the evolution of ps(r, p) always
preserves the hermitian character of this operator.

On the right hand side of equation (32b), we could
use the Wigner transform to include terms corres-
pouding to the effect of varions forces acting on the
atoms. For example, when the atoms interact with
an inhomogeneous static or time dependent magnetic
field, two additional terms appear. The first one is
proportional to :

(32d)

(i/ï)-I[psCr, p), S.B(r, t)]

(where .s is the spin operator) and gives the usual
magnetic precession of the spins of the atoms (Bloch
equations). The second term corresponds to the
« Stern-Gerlach» force and takes the form of an
anticommutator [11] :

.

[
0 (J

],): (J'P' psCr,p) , a-B.S .[-x,y,z [ Xi +

ln this article, we shall assume that B is zero and
ignore these two terms, but they could easily be includ-
ed in the theory.

2.2 DISCUSSIONOFTHECOLLISIONTERMS.- Equa-
tion (32b) is somewhat similar to the classical Boltz-
mann equation, although it should be kept in mind
that ps is a spin operator and DOta ordinary distribu-
tion function. As a consequence, the collision term
incIudes terms (commutators and anticoml)1utators)
which are more complicated than in classical theory,
and depends on four different «generalized cross
sections» (J (Jex. 1:ex.and 1:ex. (

6
) The degree of Sym-If' q, q fwd.'

metry of equation (32b) is somewhat lower than in
classical statistical mechanics, due to the presence of
the terms in 1: : we have already mentioned that no
detailed balance argument mates it possible to inc1ude
the term in 1:f~d.inside the sum over d2fj.Equations (24)
show that these terms may become very important at
low energies, and we shaHsee that they produce signifi-
cant quantum exchange effects in the transport pro-
perties of the gag. On the other hand, at high energies,

(6) The numbers o";x.,1:;x.and 1:~~d.are Dot necessarily
positive.
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the exchange effects tend to be negligible, silice in the
summations of equations (23), the series including a
(- lYare likely to have smaller values than the others.

Equation (32b) is valid for any value of the quantum
number 1 and of the nuclear polarization (we have
used no M expansion). AIl spin coherence effects have
been incIuded (the density operator Ps is not necessa-
rily diagonal); this last point is particularly crucial
for studying spin diffusion problems, where the direc-
tion of the average magnetization may change in
space. Nevertheless, this equation can only be used
for dilutt<gases, silice no degeneracy effects (occupa-
tion numbers for the initial and final states) have been
taken into account. AIso, only binary collisions have
been assumed to take place. Equation (32b) con tains
no phenomenological constants: an coefficients can be
calculated froID first princip les, if the atom-atom
potential is known.

It is easy to show that several physical quantifies
are unaffected by the collisions. The Wigner spin ope-
rator ps(r, p) cali be used to define the number density
of atoms :

n(r) = f d3p Tl' { ps(r, p) }

= f d3pf(r,p)
(34a)

the spin orientation density .

.At(r) = f d3p Tl' { 0"ps(r, p) }

= fd3pfer, p) M(r, p)
(34b)

as weIl as the linear momentum and kinetic energy
densities :

:r(r) = f d3p pI(r, p)

'iller) = 21mfd3p p2 fer, p) .

(34c)

(34d)

It cali be verified that aIl these quantities are conserved
by the collisions (see Appendix 1). Physically, this is
because the collisions are perfectly elastic and do not
change the total spin orientation.

A very simple case occurs when aIl atoms are in the
same spin state (for example, we cali assume that the
gas bas a 100%spin polarization, aIl spins being in the
level of maximum ml value, but the resuIts are the
same if any other ml value is selected). We can then
write :

ps(r, p) = p~ fer, p) (35a)

where :

Tl' {pn = 1 (35b)

and:
LP~F= p~ (35c)

(this last equation ensures that p~ describes a pure
spin state). Equation (32b) then shows that the evolu-
tion of ps(r, p) preserves the form (35a) of the spin
densityoperator (this is not surprising Silice we have
assumed that no hamiItonian acts in the spin state
space) and that the evolution of fis given by :

a 1
î" fer, p) = - - p. VJ(r.p) +ut m

+ f d3q' Vr f d2q[oie) + t;(J~x'(e)]

x [j(P~) f(p~) - f(P2) !(Pl)] (36a)

(aIl « identical spin rotation» effects disappear in ibis
case). This resuIt is very similar to the classical Boltz-
mann equation, but the relevant cross section in ibis
case is the fully symmetrized cross section:

cr~ym'(e)= crie) + w~x'(e) . (36b)

The opposite case occurs when the atom spins are
completely depolarized. Then equations (35a) and
(35b) are still valid but (35c) has to be replaced by :

1,-,°]
2 1-0

lf/s = 2 1 + 1 Ps . (36c)

The preceding calculation can again be done but, ibis
rime, the relevant cross section is found to be the « spin
averaged cross section» :

cruupol.(e) = cr(e) + S crex'(e)k k 2/+1 k . (36d)

The particIe indistinguishability effects are DOWdivid-
ed by (2 1 + 1). PhysicaIly, ibis factor cali be inter-
preted as the probability that any atom will undergo
the next collision with a partner in the saille spin state.

We therefore see that, when the nuc1eat polariza-
lion is either zero or complete, the simple model
mentioned in the introduction, based on the use of
spin averaged cross section, is valid. Nevertheless,
in the general case where M is neither 0 nor 1, LP~f
is not proportional to p~ and the above simplification
does not occur, so that it is DOtpossible to condense
aIl relevant cross sections into one linear combination.

There is nevertheless another situation where
equation (32b) simplifies, which occurs when aIl spin
density opera tors Ps can be diagonalized in the sallie
spin state basis { 1 ms > }. We can then write :

ps(r, p) = l 1 ms > < ms 1 J.lIir, p)
ms

(37a)

with:

fer, p) = l Jms(r, p) (37b)
ms

and equation (32b) becomes :
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:t lms(r,p) + ~ p.VJm/r, p) = fd3q'vrf dZq
{ ,2:: ak((J)[lms(P~) lms(p'l) - !",s(Pz) J:,,/Pl)] +

ms*ms

+ [ak(f) + wZX'(f)] [lms(P~)lms(P~) - !",s(Pz) J:"s(Pl)] }
(37c)

This is nothing but the classical Boltzmann equation for a mixture of (2 1 + 1) gases, with distribution func-
lions lms(r, p). The atomic masses have the saille value m for aIl gases, but two different cross sections must
be used : for collision between atolls belonging to different gases, the cross section is simply ak(f); for collisions
between atolls belonging to the saille gas, the cross section bas a different value, ak(f) + l>aZX'(f).This result
is physically satisfying since, in a collision where the spins are completely unaffected, only atolls in the saille spin
state behave in quantum mechanics like identical particles.

ln the general case where aIl operators ps(r, p) cannot simultaneously be diagonalized, the general equation
(32b) must be used to include aIl coherence effects, and the various terms and cross sections play a role which
depends on the physical situation considered.

Let us finally consider the case when 1 = 1/2; using (26), one Ganeasily show that equations (32b) are equi-
valent to :

:/(r,p) = -~p.vJ(r,p) + fd3pzVrf dZq{[ak(f) +i(JZX'(f)JU(P~)!(P'l)- !(PZ)!(Pl)] +

~ i aZX'(f) [.A(,(p~)..At(p~) - .At(Pl)..At(PZ)] }

:t .At(r, p) = - ~ (p. Vr) .At(r, p) + f d3 pz Vrf dZq { (Jk(f))[!(P~) .At(P'l) - !(pz) .At(Pl)] +
1>

+ 2:aZX'(f)[I(P'l).At(p~) + !(p~).At(P'l) - !(Pl) .At(Pz) - !(Pz) .At(Pl)]

- iTZX'(8).At(P'l) X .At(p~) } + if d3pzvr T~~d,(k).At(Pl)x .At(pz).

(38a)

(38b)

The terms in aif) are the« classical terms »,which are linear in.At. The other terms arise froIDparticle indistingui-
shability and contain several contributions which are quadratic in.At ; due to these terms, the evolution of
fer, p) depends on the spin orientation. As we shall see below, this fact may have important physical consequences
on the transport properties of the gas.

2.3 COMPARISONWITH THE LITERATURE.- The
method we have used to ca1culate the collision term-
namdy first using the S matrix for evaluating the
effect of each kind of collision, and then summing over
aIl possible collisions - is very similar to Waldmann's
approach [9]. Nevertheless, this author does not
include in bis ca1culations the particle indistingui-
shability effects, and therefore does not obtain the
commutators and anticommutators of equation (32b).
Another method of deriving a quantum Boltzmann
equation including spins bas been developed by
Snider [10] but, again, symmetrization effects are not
included. ln a subsequent parer [14], Waldmann pre-
sents a theory where partic1e indistinguishability
effects are partly taken into account; the scattering
amplitudes are symmetrized [equations (4.7) or (6.6)
of ibis reference] but not the density operators them-
selves [equation (7.1)] so that a complete symmetri-
zation in the internaI variable space is not obtained
(the commutators and anticommutators do not appear
in ibis theory). Other references where particle indistin:..
guishability effects are also discussed are the articles
by Hunter [15] and Boercker and Dufty [16] but no

particular emphasis is put on the internai degrees of
freedom.

3. Approximations for solving the spin Boltzmann
equation. - ln equation (32b), the collision term is
non-linear and bas a complicated structure so that
an exact solution of ibis equation is not possible. We
shall therefore use some approximations which are
common in the transport theory of gases~

3.1 CHAPMAN-ENSKOG EXPANSION. -'- The right
band side of equation (32b) contain's two terms, the
drift term :

1
- nip.VrPs(r,p)

and the collision term, which are not of comparable
importance in the physical situations of interest to us.
If v is a characteristic atomic velocity and L an order
of magnitude of the distance over which p varies, the
drift term is of the order of :

v
LPs'
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On the other band, the collision terrn is of the order of :

1
-:r:-Ps

1C

where Tic is of the order of the time between colli-
sions :

1
Lic ~ n(J . (39a)

As a consequence, the ratio between the drift and colli-
sion terrns is approximate1y :

ULic 1
T-L (39b)

where 1 is the mean free path in the gas. We shall
assume here that 1 is much smaller than the macros-
copic distance over which the properties of the gas
change appreciably (hydrodynamic approximation) :

1 .

I~1. (39c)

This means that we consider only physical situations
where the collision terrn is much more effective than
the drift terrn, which cali then be treated as a small
perturbation.

(i) The zero order approximation is obtained when
the drift term is simply ignored. Then, equation (32b)
shows that no coupling occurs between the evolutions
of the density operators ps(r, p) at different points
of space r. Under the effect of collisions, each density
operator then tends to the value corresponding to a
local equilibrium. Now, collisions cannot change the
values of nef),:J'(r), 'l\J(r) and .At(r), which correspond
to 8 scalar constants; it is therefore c1ear that the
system reaches locally equilibrium states which depend
on the initial values of these constants. We shall
admit here that no other quantities are strictly
conserved by the collision operator and that, for given
values of these 8 constants, only one density operator

p~(r, p) remains invariant under the effect of colli-
sions. This density operator then corresponds to the
usual Boltzmann distribution and cali be written :

p~(r, p) = Jo(r, p) p~(r) (40a)
with:

( f3 )
3/2

Jo(r,p) = no(r) 2 n~ exp { - f3o(p- muo)2/2 m }

f30= (kB T 0)-1 (40b)

(kB is the Boltzmann constant) and C) for spin 1/2
atolls :

p~(r) = t[l + O".Mo(r)]. (40c)

It is indeed not difficultto check that, when ps(r,p) is
equal to p~(r, p) :

1t
1

p~(r, p) = 0
colI

by using the collision term of equation (32b) and the
fact that the Maxwell distribution satisfies the equa-
lity :

(41)

Jo(r, Pl) Jo(r, P2) = Jo(r, P'l) Jo(r, p~) (42)

[the terms in (Ji()) or (J~x.«())give no contribution
and all other terms are proportional to the commu-
tator of ~ with itse1~ which is zero.]

(ii) The next step is to inc1ude the first order cor-
rections, which are proportion al to the expansion
parameter 1/L ~ 1.

Since the drift term is in essence proportional
to L - 1, it cali simply be approximated by :

~
1

( ) - -1. V {
O
( ) 1.

dt Ps r, P - m p. r Ps r, P Jdrift
(43)

where p~ is given by (40a). This terrn is then known
as a function of the local temperature, magnetization,
etc.

To evaluate the first order contribution of the collision term, we set:

ps(r, p) = p~(r, p) + Jo(r, p) bps = Jo(r, p) [~(r) + bps(r, p)] . (44)

A first order expansion then gives (8) :

~
1

bps(r, p) = IcolI(bps) = f d3q' Urf d2 qJO(P2) X
colI

X {(Jk«())[bps(p~) - bPsCP1)+ ~ Tr { bPsCp~)- bPS(P2)}]

+ ~ (J~x'C())[~, bps(p~)+ bP"sCp~)- bPS(P2)- bPS(Pl)] +

+ i ~ L~X.«())[~, bps(p~)- bPs(P'l)]}+ i ~ f d3qUrL~~d.(k)Jo(P- q)[~, bps(p)- bps(p - q)].
(45)

C) The local spin orientation is given by Mo(r), with: O':::;Mo :::;1 (40d)
or equivalently by: ,M,o(r) = no(r) Mo(r) . (40e)

Similarly, /30(or To) and muo define the local energy andlinear momentum.
(8) On equation (45), it is immediately obvious that the collision term vanishes if bps is independent of p.
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, "

The first order Chapman-Enskog approximation consists in using equations (43) and (45), to write the equa-
tion :

, '

~ [Jo(r, p) (j"ps(r,p)] + ~ p. Vr { p~(r, p) } = Jo(r, p) Icol1(bps). (46)

ï
ln ibis equation, the term p. Vr { p~(r, p) } is a known
quantity, and the evolution of bps at different points
of space r is completely decoupled From (46), one,
cali in theory obtain bps, its stationary value gives
the 'currents (energy or linear momentum flux, spin
encrent) which, in tUTU,lead to the hydrodynamic
equations of the gag. .

"
il
i':

.,

1:" ,
Ii'"
P
" ;
1

1:, '
i'
Il
If

Ii

3.2 LINEARIZEDCOLLISIONOPERATOR.- The linea-
rized Boltzmann equation obtained in (46) cali
conveniently be written with the ket formalism,
which is usual in quantum mechanics, in the form :

:t 1 bps» = Fc 1 bps» + 1 A » (47a)

whereFc is the linear collision operator and 1 A »
corresponds to the drift term (43). ln Appendix II,
we discuss in more detail these quantities and varions
properties of Fc. We show that Fc bas 8 eigenvectors
with zero eigenvalues (undamped modes); we shall
assume that no other such eigenvector exists. We
also assume that aIl the other eigenvalues of Fc have
a negative real part Then, if 1 A » is orthogonal to
aIl 8 eigenkets with zero eigenvalues (this is the case
in aIl applications we shall consider), the solution
1bps » of equation (46) tends to a weIl defined limit
1bps(00) » when the time t increases [to simplify the
notation, we shall denote ibis quantity 1 bps»].

ln the following of this article, we shall calculate
a flux J (for example a heat or magnetization flux)
which is a linear function of 1 bps» e) :

i
i
î
! l,
ï

J = «B 1bps » . (47b)

ln Appendix II, we discuss the role of the varions
eigenkets, or eigenmodes, of the collision operator Fc :
the modes which give the major contributions are the
modes with small (modulus of the) eigenvalues, and
strong coupling with both the drift ket 1A» and
ket 1B ». ln Appendix III, we rapidly review some
approximation methods (in particular the « truncated
basis method ») for obtaining 1bps ».

A spin rotation does not leave the collision opera-
toc Fc invariant, unless ~ is itself rotation invariant
Nevertheless, as discussed in Appendix II, Fc is inva-
riant under the effect of any rotation acting in the
orbital space (the p space) only. This fact will bring
important simplifications in our calculations. Finally,
in Appendix II, we discuss the hermitian or not
hermitian character of the varions terms appearing

i:
j:'"
;," ,
Ji

1;1:
il

Ii,\
'1.
J
il
",
l'
.1
!';

Ii
],
Ii
l' ,

1:
i,

1

l
'l'"
:,"
il
"

Il,

e) The scalar product notation «1»is defined in Appen-
dix Il.

in Fc. We find that the «classical terms» [those
depending on G"Ti..fJ)]are indeed hermitian, as weIl as the
particle indistinguishability terms involving anticom-
mutators [those depending on G"kx"(fJ)].On the other
band, aIl «identical spin rotation terms» [those
depending on 't'kx"(fJ)and 't'f~.J are not hermitian, but
antihermitian. ln other words, these terms do not
change the damping introduced by the collision opera-
toc, but give an oscillatory character to the evolution
of 1 bps ».

AIl properties of the more general non-linear
collision term of (32b) are obviously also satisfied by
the linear collision operator Fc : the hermitian

, character of ps(r, p) is always conserved, and in the
presence of a full or zero spin polarization, the only
relevant cross sections are respectively given by (36b)
or (36d).

4. Heat conduction and viscosity. - ln tms section,
we apply the preceding considerations to the cal-
culation of the heat conduction coefficient K in a spin
polarized gag.

4.1 CALCULATION OF THE HEAT CONDUCTION COEF-

FICIENT.- We cali use equations (40) to obtain the
local equilibrium density operator p~(r, p) adapted
to ibis case, where Uo is zero, Mo constant, and /30
a function of r :

p~(r, p) = Jo(r, p) ~

[/3(r)]
3J2

Jo(r, p) = no(r) -2- e- po(r)p2J2m2mn .

Silice we assume that the pressure in the gag is cons-
tant, the ratio no//3o is independent of rand we shaH
write :

no(r)

[
n

]/3o(r)= ïi 0
and:

Jo(r p) = [!!.]
1

[/3(r)]5J2 e - po(r)p2J2m (48a)
, /3 0 (2 nm)3J2 0

so that the drift term of (46) becomes :

1
m p.Vr {p~(r, p)} =

1 l' ( .\-o [ 5 p2 ]= m JO r, Pl Ps 2/30 - 2 m p. V/3o(r). (48b)

We know that bps will tend towards a quasi-statio-
nary value only if the drift term is orthogonalto aIl
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eigenkets of r: with zero eigenvalues(Appendix Il).
Actually, the drift term has a very simple fi dependence
(fi refers to the angular variables of p), entirely con-
tained in the function p.V/30in (48b),which is a linear
combination of the three spherical harmonies v'{'(fi).
As a consequence, all collisional invariants which
involve only Yo(fi) [i.e. nef), .A{,(r)and 'iller)] are
indeed orthogonal to the drift term. The scalar product
of this term with:J'(r) includes the radial integral: ~

tex) pz dp e-PP2/zm
[
~ - /3pZ

J
pz = O.. 2 2m0

Since the collision operator Tc is invariant in any
rotation in the p space, we know the angular depen-
dence of 6ps which is a linear combination of the
spherical harmonies Y7. ln addition, r c is clearly
invariant in any transformation in the spin space
which leaves ~ invariant. For spin 1(2 particles,
~ is diagonal if one chooses a quantization axis Oz
parallel to the local orientation Mo(r); with this
choice, 6ps is necessarily invariant in any spin rota-
tion about Oz. We can then write :

6ps = t {CfJo(p)go.p + CfJ3(P)g3.P(J3} (50a)

where (J3 is the third Pauli matrix. The functions CfJo
and CfJ3are any functions of the modulus P of p, but
CfJohas to obey one orthogonality constraint (see
Appendix Il) associated with the linear momentum :

Ica pZ dp e-pp2/Zm pZ CfJo(p) = 0
(50b)

[the other constraints are automatically satisfied
by (50a)].The operator 6ps written in (50a) commutes

with ~ so that all commutators (identical spin
rotation effect) automatically disappear froID the
collision term.

Expression (50a) is general but does not allow a
simple solution of equation (46). We shall therefore
use an approximation and write a trial spin operator
in the fmm :

bps = t CfJo(p)[(go.p) + (g3.P) (J3] (5Ia)

with:
(49)

CfJo(p)=
[

fJPZ- ~
J2m 2' (51b)

This choice ensures that (50b) is satisfied (it corres-
ponds to a truncation of 6ps to one Souille - or
Laguerre - polynomial). Then, bps depends on
6 unknown scalar quantities, the components of go
and g3, which will be determined by a projection
method analogous to the method of moments (Appen-
dix III). This will be clone by imposing that the scalar
product of the drift term by the six operators :

CfJo(p)Px,~ }CfJoCp)Px, (J3 Xi = X, y, z

is equal to the scalar product of :t
1

bps [where
coli

6ps is given by (51a)] by the saille six operators.
Introducing the notation eO) :

(52)

5 n

Go = - 2" ïJ V Log fJ
(53)

and using Saille simple properties of the Pauli matrices,
we obtain the system of equations :

Go = gonZ[Wl + Wz + BW3] + g3 nZ[BMW3]

MGo = go MnZ[Wz + BW3] + g3 nZ[Wl + BW3]

where the coefficients W1, Wb W3 are defined by :

(54)

nZ 6ij W 1 = fd3 P f d3 q' Vr f dZqfo(P'l)fo(p~) CfJO(p)Pi (Jk(8) {P'lj CfJO(P'l)- Plj CfJO(Pl) }

nZ 6ijWz = fd3pfd3q Urf dZqfo(p~)fo(P~)CfJoCp)Pi (Ji8) {p~j CfJO(p~)- PZj CfJO(Pz)}

nZ 6ijW3 = fd3pfd3q' Vrf dZq{O(P'l)foCp~)CfJO(p)Pi (Je;(8) X

X {P'lj CfJO(P'l)+ P~j CfJo(p~)- Plj CfJO(Pl)- PZjCfJo(Pz)} .

More details about the calculation of these integrals are given in Appendix V. One obtains :

(55)

1 - - ~
{

ig(z.z) + 55 gO,l) - .!QQ(l,Z) + ~Q(1.3)

}W Z - fJ 3 [O"k]- 6 [O"k] + 3 [O"k] - 3 [O"k]

- m 4 Q (Z,Z)

W 3 - - "if"3 [O"e{,].

(56)

eO) We use the simp1er notation n, 13, M instead of no(r), 13o(r);Mo(r).
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The definition of the Q collision integrals is, as usual :

Q(t,S)= (~ )1/2 r'>O dy e-y2 Y
2s+3

Q(t)

[
k = (!!!:)1/2 1

J[a] nmfJ Jo [a] 13 Fi.
(57a)

where Qt(k) is the angle integrated cross section:

Q{u](k) = 2 n f: sin e de[l - cost e] (J(ff).

The linear system (54) can easily be solved and gives :

1 .

}

go = n2 L1w[W 1 + eW 3(1 - M2)] Go
l '

g3 = """2-;- W 1 MGo (58a)
n LJw

with:

L1w = [W1 + eW3][W1 + W2 + eW3] -

- eM2 W3[W2 + eW3]. (58b)

On the other hand, the heat current (energy flux) is :

Jw(r) = f d3p IoCr, p) i~ ~ Tr { bps(r, p) }. (59a)

For the trial spin operator (5la), we have:

5 n

Jw(r) = 2 132 go.
(59b)

which, by definition of the heat conduction coeffi-
cient "o(M), is also equal to :

Jw(r) = - "o(M) VT. (59c)

Finally, we obtain the following value for the heat
conduction coefficient "0 of agas with spin polariza-
tion M :

(
1;; . 2

"0 M) = "0(0) - 1, 1 M
1 - ~2 M2

where "0(0) is the coefficient for the unpolarized gag :

kT25 cv
(O

~ - - - e n(2,2)"0) - 16 m. n(2,2) + _2 ~';;[aex.]~';;[a]

(6la)

(cv is the constant volume heat capacity Cv= 3 k/2)
and the coefficients Çl and Ç2are given by :

eW3

Çl = W1 + eW3

Ç2 = eW3(W2 + eW3) . (6lb)
(W1 + W2 + eW3) (W1 + eW3)

(57b)

4.2 PHYSICALDISCUSSION.- Using (60), we see
that the M dependence of the heat conduction coeffi-
cient arises froID the coefficientsÇl and Ç2' which
are both proportional to e; this shows that the M
dependence is entirely due to partic1e indistinguishabi-
lity effects, and is very different for fermions or bosons.
For an unpolarized gag (M = 0), formula (6la)
simply gives the weIl known expression of the heat
conduction coefficient of a c1assical gas, with the
cross section:

e
(Jk(e) + 2 (J~x'(e)

which is nothing but the « spin averaged cross sec-
tion » already written in (36d). Similarly, for a 100 %
nuc1ear polarization, we obtain :

2 Q(2,]2) + eQ[<:~;.\[ak k
"o(M '7 1) = "0(0)

2 n(2,2) + 2 eQ[(2,;!.\~';;[Uk] Uk

25 Cv kT= -
16 m n(2,2) + en(2,2)

~';;[Uk] "~';;[u~x.]

(62)

(60)

Now, the relevant cross section is the fully symmetriz-
ed cross section (36b). As already discussed in § 2.2,
we find that the « naïve model » using spin averaged
cross sections is valid when M = 0 or 1. The compa-
rison between (6la) and (62) shows that a full nuc1ear
polarization enhances the effects of partic1e indist-
inguishability (terms in B); this fact has already been
discussed in [12] and the numerical resuIts of this
reference can be obtained again from (62).

It is then natural to try to use the « spin averaged
cross section» method in the general case, when M is
neither 0 nor 1. The probability for any collision to
occur between atoms in the Saille spin state is :

!CI + M2)

so that this spin averaged cross section is given by :

(Jav(e) = 1(1 + M2) [(Jk(e) + B(J~x'(e)]+

+ t(1 - M2) (Jk(e)
e

= (Jk(e)+ 2 (1 + M2) (J~x'(e). (63a)
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Then the corresponding value for the heat conduction
coefficient would be :

25 Cv kT
16 m

Q (Z,Z) + ~(1 + M Z
) Q(Z,Z)

[a] 2 [Gex,]

(63b)

Clearly, this expression does flot coïncide with (60),
where the values of t and s in the Q{!'s)Integrais are
flot limited to t = s = 2, and where there is also
an M dependence in the numerator. Thus, the simple
interpolation (63b) between the two values (61a)
and (62) is flot justified.

Physically, ibis is because the spin averaged cross
section method totally ignores the correlations bet-
ween the velocities and the spin orientation of the
atoms. Such correlations are in fact predicted by
the theory developed in the preceding section since,
froID (58a), one obtains :

W3 Z

g3 = Mgo + nz Li 8M(M - 1) Go (64a)

so that the optimum value of the trial operator (Sla)
can be written :

bps = <fJo(p)go.p

[-0 W3 Z Go, ]Ps + 8 --z- M(M - 1) - UJ '

2 n .J go

ln the bracket of the right band gicleof this equation,
the term in U3 introduces a spin-velocitycorrelation
into the total density operator :

(64b)

Ps(p) = fo(P) [pg + bps] . (65)

This correlation term is due to particle indistinguis-
hability (it is proportional to 8) (11) and we can
check that it vanishes if either M = 0 or 1.

One can then expect that a simpler trial operator
bps, with no velocity-spin correlation, can lead to
equation (63b).To see that ibis is in fact true, let us
set:

bps = <fJo(p)go.p'pg (66a)

where the only variational parameters are now the
three components of go. With this new trial operator,
aIl terms in equation (46) become proportional to p~,
except the anticommutators in the collision term,

(11)Nevertheless, we caTI use the general discussion of
§ 2.2 to 0btain a classical analogue of these correlations.
Since aIl spin density operators we use here commute with
each other, we caTI use equations (38) and interpret the
situation in terms of a mixture of two classical gases a and b.
It is then weIl known [17] that a temperature gradient caTI
induce different distortion of the Maxwell distributions of
both gases, even if the two masses ma and mb and cross
sections O'aaand O'bbare equal, provided that the cross
section O'abis different from O'a.'

which are proportion al to (P~)Z [the commutators
obviously vanish]. Taking the trace of bath gicles,
we then obtain :

Go = go nZ[W1 + Wz + 8W3 Tr {epg)Z}]

= go nZ[ W1 + Wz + ~ W3(1 + MZ)J (66b)

which immediately leads to (63b).
The preceding discussion shows that equation (60)

takes into account more physical effects than (63b),
and is therefore more adequate, aIthough it should
flOtbe considered as strictly exact either. For example,
by using different functions <fJo(p)and <fJ3(P)in (50a),
a different result froID (60) would have been obtained.
We shall flOt develop here more elaborate variational
calculations, but ibis will be clone in the next article.

Another property of the trial operator (5Ia) is
that no spin current J(Mx,y,z) can be obtained; ibis
is a direct consequence of (50b) and, again, of the
condition <fJ3(P)= <fJo(p).ln the next article, we shall
see that, in general, a coupling between a temperature
gradient and a spin current is indeed possible.

To conclude ibis discussion, let us study the low
temperature limit. Using equations (24), we obtain
the following limits :

4 naz
Q{l,l)--+~ = Q

[ak] T -+0 r::::::fJ[J
0

v nmp "

Q {Z,Z) and Q{Z,Z) --+ 2Q
[ak]. [a~X,] T-+O , 0

Q(1,2) --+ 3 Q
[ak] T-+O 0

Q(1,3) --+ 12 Qo.[ak] T-+0 (67a)

From (56) and (61b), we then obtain when 8 = - 1 :

16
Çl r=;6 - 43

ÇZr=;6 + 1. (67b)

For fermions, ibis implies that :

16 Z

1 + :DM
Ko(M)r=;6 Ko(M= 0) 1 - Mz . (68)

When M ~ l, ibis result diverges. At low tempe-
ratures, a high nuc1ear polarization therefore increases
the heat conduction coefficient dramatically; ibis
phenomenon bas already been discussed in [12] and
interpreted in terms of a strong increase of the mean
free path in the gag.

4. 3 VISCOSITY.- Let us now consider a situation
where the gag average velocity Uo is parallel to the x
direction and bas a gradient 8uo/8z in the z direction
(the temperature, pressure and magnetization are
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constant over the sample). The local equilibrium
density operator [equations (40)] is then :

p~(r, p) = fo(r, p) p~ (69a)

with

fo (r, p) = n( 2 ~n )3/Z exp { - p[p - muo(zW/2 m}

(69b)

where the atomic density n and inverse temperature p
are now constant. The drift term of equation (46)
becomes :

l O
} P ouo-o- p.Vr{ ps(r,p) = - (Px - muo)Pz _0 fo(r, p) Ps .m m z

N°2

a calculation very similar to that of the preceding
section gives :

go = !!.-. GUo l
mp oz nz Llz[Zl + aZil - M2)]

n GUo Zl
g3 =--M-

mp oz n2 Llz
(73a)

where the coefficients Z1>Zz and Z3 are given by .

Zl = - ~
. {

~Q(Z,2) + ~Q(1,l)

}2 mZ pz 5 [Uk] - 3 [Uk]

Z3
= - ~

{
~Q (Z,Z)

}mz pz 5 [U~X']
(73b)

(70) [LIz is simply obtained by replacing the W's by the
Z's in the right hand side of (58b)].

On the other band, the xz component of the stress
tensor is :

This term gives the constant term 1 A ~ of equa-
tion (47a), which has to be solved separately at each
point r of space. To do this, it is convenient to choose
a (local) reference frame where Uois zero, so that the
right hand side of (70) becomes proportion al to Pxpz.
This simplifies the angular dependence of the drift
term which becomes proportional to el)

[Y ~(p) - y;: l(p)]

it is therefore « orthogonal» to ail collision constants
n(r), 9'(r), W(r) and .At(r),which ensures that the solu-
tion of equation (47a) will tend to a stationary limit
when time increases. The rotational invariance of the'

collision operator rc implies that this limit 8ps
(t = 00) has the saille angular dependence on p, and
is thug proportional to Pxpz. ln addition, the rota-
tional invariance of rein the spin space around the
direction of M (we assume here that the atolls are
spin 1/2 particles) can be used to show that the sta-
tionary value of b15scan be written :

bps = [I/to(p) + 1/t3(P) 0"3]Px Pz (71)

where I/to(p)and 1/t3(P)are any functions of the modu-
lus p of p. As in the study of heat conduction, it is
easily seen that all commutators then vanish (no
contribution of the identical spin rotation effect). Here
also, to simplify the calculations, we shall use an
approximate variational form :

15ps= ![go + g3 0"3]PxPz (72)

where go and g3 are two scalar parameters. To deter-
mine them, we use the method of moments and project
equation (46) onto the operators PxPz and PxPz 0"3;

e2) More generally, the present discussion is va1id,
whenever the drift term is proportional to

PiPj - bij p2/3

in the local reference frame.

Pxz = fd3pfQ(p) Px Pz Tr{ 15ps}

n

= go mP2

which is related to Gu%~~zby the relation:

Pxz = - 17(ou%z)

(74a)

(74b)

where 17is the tangential viscosity of the gag. A simple
calculation then gives :

l - C1Mz

17(Mo)= 17(0)l - CzMz
(75a)

where 17(0)is the viscosity of the unpolarized gas :

5 kT
(0)

- - a (ZZ)17 - 8 Q(z.Z) + _
2 Q[U~x,][Uk]

and the coefficients C1 and Cz are given by :

aZ3
C1 = Z + aZ1 3

aZ3(Zz + aZ3)

}
Cz= .

(Zl + Zz + aZ3)(Zl + aZ3)

(75b)

(75e)

Equation (75a) is very similar to (60) and ail phy-
sical discussion in the preceding section of the varia-
tions of the heat conduction can be transposed to the
viscosity coefficient. Formula (68), which is valid for
fermions, has to be replaced here by :

17(M) T--+O~ 17(0)l + ~Mz1- Mz (76)
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where we sec again that there is a divergence when
M --7 1, reinforced by the M dependence in the nume-
rator, arising from spin-velocity correlations in the gag,

5. Conclusion. - The Boltzmann equation we have
written for the semi-classical operator ps(r, p) is weIl
adapted to studying particle indistinguishability effects
in dilute systems, when the nuclear polarization is high.
This equation bas been obtained from a detailed study
of the change of spin variables in a binary collision;
in addition to the « classical » collision term in aie),
the equation includes several terms which have the
form of commutators and anticommutators, and
which give fisc to changes in the spin direction (even
though the spins do Dot interact with each other).

The theory we have developed can be adapted, with
minor changes, to very dilute solutions of 3He in
superfluid 4He, when degeneracy effects are negligible.
The transport properties of degenerate spin polarized
solutions of 3He in 4He have been studied by E.P.
Bashkin and Meyerovich [18, 19]; these authors use
a collision term which includes explicitly the degene-
racy effects (occupation numbers), but does Dot con-
tain aIl terms obtained in the present article (for
example, the «identical spin rotation» terms).

On the other band, for pure spin polarized 3He in
the normal liquid state, our ca1culations cannot be
directly used : in the Boltzmann equation, that we
have written, the simple drift term must be replaced'
by the drift term of the Landau kinetic equation [20],
which depends on the r and P gradients of the quasi-
particle energies (degeneracy effects). On the other
band, our study of the collision term in the presence
of a high nuclear polarization should apply to quasi-
particle interactions in pure liquid 3He, with some
changes (factors involving final state occupation
numbers). Actually, the particle indistinguishability
effects in collisions, and the degeneracy effects which
,dominate the drift term in the Landau kinetic theory,
are Dot completely unrelated phenomena, in so faT as
the former can be physically interpreted as arising
from the « transient degeneracy» during collisions.
We shall sec an illustration of this similarity in the
next article, where we study the spin diffusion in a
dilute polarized gag, and predict anisotropy effects
which are strongly reminiscent of some consequences
of the degeneracy of pure liquid 3He.

A difference between a liquid and a dilute gag is that,
for a gag, aIl transport phenomena can be obtained.
from a Boltzmann equation where no phenomenolo-
gical constant enters (they can be obtained from first
princip les provided that the 2 atom potential is suffi-
ciently well known, which is the case for He); in
liquids - pure or dilute 3He - phenomenological
constants (effective mass, etc.) have to be included in
the theory. For this reason, experiments on the gag
phase may look particularly attractive. On the other
band, the study of very dilute solution of 3He in
superfluid 4He offers the possibility of in princip le

going to arbitrarily low temperatures (in the gag phase,
a given density will correspond to a minimum tem-
perature, where liquefaction occurs), Therefore, bath
systems should be worth studying experimentally,

AppendixJ. - ln thisAppendix,weshowthat the
collision term of equation (32bf does Dot change the
following physical quantities : atomic number density
nef), spin orientation density .At(r), finear momentum

. density:J'Cr) and, fmally, energy density'ill (r) [theses
quantities are defined by equations (35)].

Let us fIrst consider the value, after integration
over d3p, of the right band gicle of equation (32b).
Instead of p and q, a more convenient set of inte-
gration variables is here fi and q defmed by :

Pl = fi + ~2 p'l=n+ql 2

P2 = fi - q2 P~= fi - q'2"' (1. 1)

It is DOWclear that the two pairs, Pl and P2 on one
gicle,P'i and P~ on the other, play the same role in the
integrations. Since (Jk«())and (J~x.«())are Dot affected
when these pairs are interchanged, and since they are
multiplied in (32b) by functions which change sign,
they give no contribution to the integral The SaIlle
cancellation also occurs for the term in 't~x.«())since
we can subtract a term in [P.(Pl)' P.(P2)] without
affecting it (see § 2.1). FinaIly, the term in 't~~d.can be
written

fd3II fd3q~[p{n-~).p{n+~)l (1.2)

The commutator being an odd function of q, this
integral vanishes. We therefore have

1t
1 f d3p Pif, p) = 0
colI

so that nef) and .At(r) are unchanged under the effect
of collisions. "

Since

Pl + P2 = P'i + P~

(Pl)2 + (P2)2 = (P~)2 + (p~)2

(energy and momentum conservation in an elastic
collision), and since the term in 't~~d.(q)is a commu-
tator with zero trace, a similar reasoning shows that
9'(r)and 'iller)are also unchanged

Appendix ll. - The linearized Boltzmann equa-
tion (46) can conveniently be written with the Dirac
ket notation:

1t1Dps» = r c 1Dps» + 1 A » (11.1)
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where 1bps » is considered as a « ket » belonging to
a space :F,which is analogous to thestate space of a
system possessing orbital variables (momentum p)
and a spin; the notation 1» emphasizes that 1C>ps»
is not a ket in the original state space l;of the particle
but a ket of a larger e3) space:F. The« components »
of 1bps» are the numbers :

Tr { O"ibps(P)} (II. 2)

which depend on one discrete index i and one conti-
nuous variable p e4). Here, the O"/sare a series of
hermitian opera tors forming a basis in the space of
the spin opera tors (for spin 1/2 atoms, O"i= 1, O"x,
O"y,O"z);these quantities may be considered here as
the (2 1 + 1)2 components of a spinor. Similarly
the « drift ket» 1 A »is defined by its components :

1

mfo(r, p) p. Vr[Tr { O"ip?(r, p) }] . (11.3)

ln space :F, a scalar product « bps 1bp~» Gan be
defined by :

« bps1bp~» = f d3p fo(p) Tr { bp!(P) bp~(p) } .

(II.4)

The linear collision operator r c acts in the space :F
and its matrix elements «p, 0"1rc 1p', 0"'» are
directly obtained from (45). We shall sec in Appen-
dix IV that, in opposition to what frequently occurs
in classical statistical mechanics, the collision ope-
rator r c is not hermitian [this is due to the presence
.of the commutators in (45), i.e. to the «identical
spin rotation effect» J. The eigenvectorsof r c are
written 1y~», with eigenvalues Yn(the index "[ is for
possible degeneracies) :

rc 1Y~» = Yn 1 Y~» . (II.5a)

Similarly, for the hermitian conjugate operator rct,
we write

rct 1~'» = Y~1~' » . (II.5b)

Ifwe cali expand 1bps » and 1A » on the kets 1Y~» :

1 bps(t»> = l xn.(t) 1 Y~»
m

1A » = l an< 1 Y~» (II.6a)
n<

equation (II. 1) becomes equivalent to :

d
dt xn.(t) = Ynxn.(t) + an<. (II.6b)

(13) ln :J, the quantum number associatedwith the spin
cali take (2 1 + 1)2 different values [dimension of the
Liouville spin state space] instead of (2 1 + 1).

e4) ln this formalism, r is an unessential parameter and
we shaH not write the corresponding dependence explicitly.

When the real part of ')lnis negative, the stationary
solution is given by :

Xn<= - an<
Yn

(II.6c)

Similarly, if we write :

Xn<,(t) = «~' 1bpit) »

an<' = «~' 1 A » (II.7a)
wehave:

d_
() - -

dt Xn<'t = Ynxm,(t) + an<, (II.7b)

and the stationary solution is eS) :

Xn<'= - an<,
Yn .

(II.7c)

We know that r chas 8 eigenkets with zero eigen-
values, which correspond to n(r), 'U)(r), and the
components of:J'(r) and .At(r). ln section 3.1, we have
assumed that r c does not possess any other « undamp-
ed» eigenkets, which implies that the local equi-
librium density operator Ps is a weIl defined function
of these 8 conserved quantities. ln addition, the
stability assumption imposes that aIl the other eigen-
values have a negative real part

If both these conditions are realized, two different
situations may occur depending on the properties
of the « drift ket» 1A» :

(i) if some components am (or equivalently an<)
of 1 A »on the eigenkets 1 Yn»with zero eigenvalues
are Dot zero, equation (II.6b) [or (II.7b)] shows
that the corresponding components of 1 bp » change
linearly in time. Then, 1bp» has no limit whas
t j-00;

(ii) if aIl components an<(or am) are zero whenever
Yn = 0, equations (II.6b) [or (II. 7b)] show that the
corresponding components of 1 bp »remain constant
for aIl times; the other components tend to limits
given by (II. 6c) [or (II. 7c)] and 1bp» tends to a
weIl defined limit when t - 00.

ln practice, situation (ii) is the only one we consider
in this article but, in each particular case, it must be
checked that the « drift ket » 1 A »bas zerocompo-
nents on aIl « undamped » modes (those with Yn= 0).

ln transport properties studies, the physical quan-

(15) One has

« y~',1Tc 1 y~» = Yn « y~',1Y~» = Yn'«y~', 1Y~»

which shows that the scalar product «y~', 1Y~» is zero
whenever Yn =1='Yn':This shows that xn'<'[or an,<,]is a 1inear
combination of the xn/s [or an<'s]with n = n'and, in parti-
cular, that xn' = Xn [and an, = an] when the eigenvalue Yn
is non-degenerate. As a consequence, the equations of
evolution (1I.6b) and (1I.7b) are equivalent.
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tity of interest is often a cunent J which' is a linear
coinbination of the components of 1(jps » e6) :

J = «B 1(j{js» (II. 8)

where the bra « B 1depends on the problem under
study (J is the energy CUITentin the study of heat
conduction, the magnetization cunent in th6 study
of spin diffusion, etc.. .).The stationary (hydrodynamic)
value of J is given by :

Jo = - I1-«BJI y~»a~.
nt Yn

(II. 9)

This results shows that the kets which give a large
contribution to J are the kets with small 1 Yn 1 (slow

modes - but Yn = 0 is excluded), having a large
scalar product with the ket 1 BJ» associated to the
flux of interest J, and a large « excitation terro » a~.

It is apparent on (45) that Fe depends onp~(r),
which is Dot rotation invariant, unless Mo(r) is zero
[see (40c)]. Thus, Fe is Dot invariant in any rotation
in the spin space. On the other band, the saille ope-
rator is invariant in any rotation in thep space(orbital
variables). This is because, in the right band side of (45),
aIl distribution functions Jo and cross sections (jq,
(jex. 't'ex.and 't'ex. are invariant when aIl momenta Pq , q fwd.

undergo the saille rotation. ln space :J, we therefore
have

[Rorb'Fe] = 0 (11.10)

where Rorb is any rotation operator acting only an
the orbital variables.

ln addition, if p~(r) is invariant in all rotations
about a particular axis (for spin 1/2 partic1es, this is
always true for rotations with axis parallel to the
spin orientation), Fe clearly bas the Saille invariance
property.

Appendix ID. - ln practice, the structure of the
collision operator is often too complicated to allow
an exact solution of the linearized Boltzmann equa-
tion (II. 1). Nevertheless, the approximation methods
which are c1assical for solving the usual Boltzmann
equation (without spin) Gan be transposed to this
case. For example, if one bas identified one slow
mode which is strongly coupled to J (large value of«BJ 1 Y~ ») and also to the drift terro, equation
(II. 9) Ganbe truncated by restricting the m summation
to this mode.

Another usual approximation is the « method of
truncated basis ». On physical grounds, one chooses a
family of trial kets 1 (jps(...1.1,..., À,,)», depending on
n parameters ,11' ,12'" À", and the Saille number of
bras «0/1 1; «0/2 1, ..., «o/n 1. If the true stationary
solution belongs to this family, the corresponding
values ofthe Xs Ganbe obtained froIDthe n equations :

e6) At equilibrium, the flux is zero, which means that
«B 1 p?» = o.
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«o/p 1 Fe 1 (jPsO'1 ... Àn») + « o/p , A » = 0
p = 1,2,...,n . (IlL1)

The method oftruncated basis consists in still using the
same set of equations to calculate the values of
,1i ... À",when the selected family does Dot necessarily
inc1udes the exact solution (which is nevertheless
assumed to be reasonably close to one of its kets).
ln practice, the family of trial kets is often the kets
of a subspace :J"pand the 1o/p» are a basisof this
subspace; then the method oftruncated basis amounts
to replacing the real collision operator by its restriction
inside :J",.

Let us for example examine the case where two
parameters Ài and ,12are considered, and where the
family of trial kets is given by :

1(j.D"s~ = ,1i't/ll ~ + À2It/12»'

The kets 1t/li ~ and 1t/l2 ~ are flXed,and they may
correspond to the bras ~ o/i , and ~ 0/2, or DOt.
Then, a simple calculation (2 x 2 matrix inversion)
using the method of truncated basis gives the À's,
and one finally finds the foIlowing value for the cur-
cent J :

J ~ 1 {~ o/i IFe 1t/ll ~ ~ ({J21 A ~ ~ BJ 1 t/l2 ~

+ ~ 0/2' Fe 1 t/l2 ~ ~ o/i 1A ~ ~ BJ 1t/li ~

- ~ o/i 1 Fe 1 t/l2 ~ ~ 0/21 A ~ ~ BJ 1t/li ~

- ~ 0/21 Fe 1t/ll ~ ~ o/i 1A ~ ~ BJ 1t/l2 ~ }
(III.2a)with

LI = ~ o/i 1Fe 1t/li ~ ~ 0/21 Fe 1t/l2 ~ -
- ~ 0/2' Fe 1 t/ll ~ ~ ({Ji 'Fe,' t/l2 ~. (III.2b)

Variation al methods Gan also be used to obtain

approximate solutions. An interesting yariational
method bas been introduced by Roussopoulos [21,22];
this principle remains valid when the collision ope-
rator Fe is DOtherroitian, and the errors on the current
J are only second order. ln our notation, Roussopoulos
considers the two equations

Fe 1 Xo ~ + 1 A ~ = 0

FeIYo~+IBJ~=O (III. 3)

The ket , X 0 ~ is the (unknown) limit of , (jpit) ~
when t --700. Then, if 1X ~ and 1 y ~ are anykets,
the following function of these kets is introduced

F[I X ~, 1y ~ ] = ~ y, Fe 1X ~ +

+ ~ BJ 1 X ~ + ~ y 1 A ~. (IIIA)

If 1X ~ = 1 Xo ~, one easily obtains froID (III. 3) :

F[I Xo ~, 1y ~] = ~ BJ 1Xo ~ (III.5a)
15
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and, if 1 y ~ = 1 y 0 ~ :

F[I X ~, 1 Yo ~ ] = ~ Yo 1A ~

= - ~ Yo 1Tc 1Xo ~

i; ~

= ~ BJ 1 Xo ~ . (III. 5b)

Therefore, if either 1X ~ coïncides with 1X 0 ~ or
1 y ~ with 1 y 0 ~ (or bath), F becomes independent
of the other ket and is simply equal to :

~ B J 1 X0 ~ = Jo (III. 6)

which is nothing but the enTrent we wish to evaluate.
Now, if we set:

,1 1 X ~ = 1 Xo ~ + 1 bX ~

1 y ~ = 1 Yo ~ + 1 bY ~ (111.7)

the variations of Fare necessarily given by the crossed
term in 1 bX ~ and 1 by ~. These crossed term caTI
only be introduced by ~ Y 1 Tc 1 X ~ in (III A), and
one readily obtains :

bF = F [1 X0 ~ + 1 (jX ~, 1 y 0 ~ + 1 bY ~ ] - Jo =

= ~ (jy 1 Tc 1 bX ~. (III. 8)

The variational method is then the following : one

chooses two families of trial kets 1 X(AI ... A,,)~ and
1 Y({Ll ... {Lp) ~ and one calculatesthe quantity :

F(Al'" An; {LI'" {Lp) =

= ~ Y({Ll'" {Lp) 1Tc 1X(Al'" An). (111.9)

The « best values» for the Xs and {L'Sare obtained by
the equations :

8F = 0
8Aj

8F = 0
8{Lj

(111.10)

(if several sets of Xs and {L'Sare obtained, one of them
must be chosen on physical grounds). The correspond-
ing value of F gives an approximate value for Jo.

To give an example of application, let us choose the
two linear ket and bra families :

1 X(Ab A2) ~ = Al 11/11 ~ + A2 1 t/t 2 ~

~ Y({Ll, {L2)1 = {LI .~ ({JI 1 + {L2~ ({J21.

One then obtains :

F(Al' A2, {LI' {L2) = Al {LI ~ ({JI 1Tc 1t/tl ~ +

+ A2 {L2 ~ ({J21 Tc 1t/t2 ~ + Al {L2 ~ ({J21 Tcl t/tl ~

+ A2 {LI ~ ({JI 1Tc 1t/t2 ~ -+ Al ~ BJ 1t/tl ~

+ A2 ~ BJ 1t/t2 ~ + /11 ~ ({JI 1A ~

+ /12 ~ ({J21A ~ .

Equation (III. 10) then gives only one set of possible
values and, after Saille simple calculations, one obtains
the corresponding value of F which is nothing but
the right hand gicleof equation (III. 2a). Thus, in this
particular case, we find again the result of the method
of moments; in addition, the preceding considerations
showthat,iftheketslt/tl ~,1t/t2 ~,I({Jl ~andl({J2 ~
are well chosen, the error made is only smal~ since
it is a second order correction. The Roussopoulos
method also provides a criterion for the choice of

1 ({JI ~ and 1 ({J2 ~ : by linear combination, they must
give a good approximation of 1 y 0 ~ e7).Neverthe-
legs, the function F in itself does not give any criterion
to choose between several families of trial kets since,
in general (jF caTIbe positive or negative; no upper
or lower limit of Jo is therefore obtained by this
variational method.

Appendix IV. - ln this appendix, weI study the
hermitian or non-hermitian character of the varions
term of Tc which appear in the right hand gicleof(45).
This discussion will be given in term of a new density
operator e8) :

bp.(p) = (p?)-1/2 bPs(p)(p~)-1/2 (IV. 1)

(we shall see below why bps is more convenient than
bps for this discussion). The evolution of (jps due to
collisions caTI be obtained by multiplying (45) by
(j5~)-lk2 on bath gicles,and replacing bps by :

(p~)1/2 (jps(p)CP?)1/2.

The effects of these two operations actually cancel for
aU terms of the right hand gicleof (45), except for the
term in: .

(Jk(8) p?Tr { bps(p~) - bPs(P2) }

which becomes :

(Jk(8) Tr { p~[bp.(p~) - bp.(P2)]} .

When this substitution is made, equation (45) directly
gives the matrix elements of Tc, which is the linear
collision operator for 1bps ~.

We shaU use here a definition of the scalar product
whicJl differs froID the definition in the preceding
appendix. Our definition is now : .

(bps 1bp;») = fd3p fo(p) Tr { bPst(P)p?bp;(P)} .
(IV. 2)

e 7) ln practice, the drift and current kets 1A» and
1 BJ »are often collinear. Therefore, if Tc is hermitian it is
natural to take the same set of kets for the 10/»'s and
1cp»'s. On the other hand, if Tc is not hermitian, it may
happen that these sers have to be different in order to give
good approximations of the solutions 1 X0 »and 1 y 0 ».

eS) We assume here that lP~r1 exists, so that bps caTIbe
defined; for spin 1/2 partic1e, this is true if Mois strictly
less than one.
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One can easily check that, since ïJ? is a dermite positive
operator, the number (oPs1°Ps») is always real and
~ Oe~.

Let us now study the contributions to

((jp; 1Tc 1°Ps»)

of the various term of te given by the right hand gicle
of (45). This matrix element is obtained by an inte-
gration avec d3p which, like in appendix L is more
conveniently performed in term of the variable n,
defined by (I. 1). Let us for example write explicitly
the contribution of the term in (1k(O)oPs(P~):

f d3JI f dV Ur f d2ijak(O) fo(Pl) fo(P2)

Tr { (jP;t(PI) p? oPs(P~)} (IV. 3)

where Pl' P2, P'l and P~ are given by (1.3). Since :

fo(PI) fo(P2) = fo(P't) fo(P~) (IV,4)

we can make the corresponding substitution in (IV. 3),
and then interchange (as in appendix 1) Pl with P'l,
P2 with P~, in order to obtain

fd3JI f d3q' Ur fd2ijak(O)fo(Pl)fo(P2)

Tr { (jP;t(P'I) p? (jP.(pI) } . (IV. 5)

If,finally,we take the complexconjugale by reversing
the order of the operators in the trace, we obtain
exactly the contribution of the first term to

(oPs1 te 1(jp;» .

This term is therefore hermitian.
The term in aie) (jP.(Pl) is obviously hermitian;

since Pl is simply equal to P, this term is diagonal
in the P basis,and has real matrixelements. .

Let us now consider the two last « classical » terms

(they differ in Fe and fJ. They introduce integrals
which are similar to (IV. 2), but where the trace has
to be replaced by the product :

Tr { (jP;t(PI) p? } Tr { "p?OP.(p2) )

(or the saille expression with P2 replaced by p~).
By reversing the order of the operators in the traces

and interchanging Pl and P2 (which amounts to
reversing q), one sees that the first term is hermitian,
the second one has the' Saille property, as eau easily
be seen by the saille operations as for the integral
(IV. 3). .

e9) If [p~r l exists, «bps 1bpJ) is zero only if bps = O.

1

We therefore see that all « classical » terms (those
which are flot introduced by particle indistinguista-
bility) are hermitian. Let us now study the terms in
a;;X,(O)of equation (45). Terms in

"P?(jPs(Pj)

(i = l, 2, l', 2') lead to an integral similar to (IV. 3)
containing

Tr { (jp;t (Pl) [~f (jps(P;)}

which, by the saille reasoning as above, gives an
hermitian contribution. ln the Sailleway,for term in :

(jPs(Pj) ~
the trace becomes

Tr { (jp;t (Pl) P? (jps(Pj) ~ }

which, by circular permutation of the operators, can
be written as the complex conjugale of :

Tr { (jj5.f(P;) P? (jP;(PI) p? } .

Again, the Saille reasoning shows that these terms are
hermitian.

As for the terms in '[;;X,(O),they give rise to exactly
the Saille calculations, with only one difference : they
include an pure imaginary factor if, instead of f,.They
are therefore antihermitian instead of hermitian.

The saille is crue for the last terril, proportion al to
if,'[~~d,(k).This is obvious for the term in (jps(P),which
is diagonal in the P basis, with pure imaginary coeffi-
cients; as for the term in (jps(P - q), it introduces the
integral

i !.f dJJI fd3 q v '[ex. (k)2 r fwd,

Tr{ (jp;t(n +~)[p?,(jp{n - ~)JL

A change of sign of q, followedby a complex conju-
gaison, shows that this term is also antihermitian.

Both operators Fe and te have the Sailleeigenvalues.
Sincete includesnon-hermitian terms, the eigenvalues
of Fe are in general flot rea~ but also have an imagi-
nary part This fact is entirely a consequence of par-
ticle indistinguistability effets and more precisely,as
shawn by the preceding discussion,of the « identical
spin rotation effect». It is physically natural that a
spin rotation should give Sailleoscillatory character
to the effectof collisions(pure imaginaryeigenvalues).
ln the next article, we shall see that these oscillations
may have important consequenceson the spin diffu-
sion properties of the gag.
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!,
AppendixV. - ln this appendix we explicit the calculations involved in the determination of the trial

wave function by the method of moments for the problem of heat conduction. '

As explained in appendix III we replace equation (46) by the weaker requirements :Il.
iii
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1

f d3p Tr {((Jo(P) PX! ~ . Vr p?(r, p) } = f d3p Tr { ((Jo(p)PX!Fc bp.(r, p) }

f d3p Tr { ({Jo(p) PX! (Jz ~ . VrP?(r, p) } = f d3p Tr { ({Jo(p)PX! (JzFc bps(r, p) }

(V.l)

(V.2)

which leads directly to the two linear equations (54).
The left hand side members are readily evaluated from (48b) :

L = fd3p ((Jo(p) PX! ~ V~ psO(r, p)

p~ f 3

[
pZ 5

J

Z

= m dp!o(p) 2mkT-2 PX!PXjVj{LogT} (V.3)

the integral over the angular variables. dzft leads to

[
Z 5

J

Z
0 4n 4 P

L =~ Vi {Log T} 3 fdp!o(p)p 2mkT - 2
(V.4)

1

L
.

II

Il
!I,

1

i

1

l"
"

1

j :

the last integration caTIthen be cloneby part or by the use ofthe normalization conditions of the Souille (Laguerre)
polynomials :

n

S;:'(x)= I (- x)P (m + p + l)(m + n)
p=o (n - p) !p !

rooe-X S~(x) S~(x) xm dx = rem + p + 1)b(
Jo p ! p, q)

(V.5)

(V.6)

we thctn :obtain

L=~nP? a
2 fJ ox, Log T.1

(V.7)

The right hand side term!\ exhibit several different angular behaviours (55). Let us for example give the details
of the calculations of W l'

The calculations are simplified by the use of the integration variables U et g. The Jacobian of this trans-
formation, given by :

Pl = U - gi2 P'l = il - gr2

PZ = il + gi2 p~ = U + gr2 (V. 8)

is equal to one, so that W 1 caTIbe written in the form :

nZ b(i,j) Wl = fd3n d3gi 2:i j"dZgrfO(Pl)!O(PZ) [(Jk(er)] ({JO(Pl)Plxl {bPs(l') - bPs(l)}
(V.9)

where bps is given by (5la).
ln the evaluation of equation (V. 9) we shaH first perform the integration over an scattering angles

(dZgr ==sin er der d({Jr)and then the integration over n and dZgi (== sin ei dei d({JJ Equation (IV. 9) caTIb~
written in the form :

nZ b(i, j) W l = fd3n d3g ~ !O(Pl) !o(Pz) ((JO(Pl)Plx! J(U, g)
(V . 10)
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where

J(ll, gi) = fd2gr (Jk(Or)[P'lXj(2~tT - ~) - PIXj(2 ;JT - ~)] .
(V. 11)

This integration leads to two kinds of averages :

fdcpy(gr.II) = fdCPr cos Or(gi.ll)

fdCPr(gr.ll) (gr.k) = i fdCPr {g;(ll.k) - 3(gi"ll) (gj.k) } (1 - COS2Or)+ fdCPr(gi"II) (gi"k)

with the help of (V. 8, 12, 13) J(II, gi) defined in (V .11) can be written in the form :

(V. 12)

(V. 13)

J(II, gi) = 2~ Jd2gr (Jk(Or)(1 - cos Or){ nx/gi.ll) + ~9iXj(n2 + g1- spm)} +

+ 2~ fd2gr (Jk(Or)(1 - COS2 Or) { gff - 3(gi . ~) gixj }.
Using definition (S7b),J(ll, gi) becomes :

p
[

1

( 2 gf S m
)]

1
)

P [2 nXj ( . ll
)]

2

J(", gJ = 2 m nx/gi.II) + "2gixj n + 4 - T Q[IT](k+ 2 m gj 4 - 3 gixj gi "4 Q[IT](k).(V. 14)

We shaH then perform the integrations avers gj and P; in coHecting aH the terms froID (V. 10) and (V. 14) we
can immediately ignore aH terms, odd in II or gi, which will disappear on the average; so equation (V. 10) can
be put in the form :

n2b(i,j)W1 = fJ22fd3IId39 X i XfO(Pl)fo(P2)x
4m m

x {Q[~](k)[IIxlg.n) + ~gx.(II2 + ~ - Spm)] [nx/g.n) + ~ gx<II2 + ~ - Spm)]
2 [ 2 II~, 3 ][

1

( 2 g2 Sm

)]+ Q[IT](k) 9 4 - '4gxi(g.n) "2gx/g.ll) +IIxj II + 4 - T .

By rotational invariance this term is non zero only if i = j.
The angular integration over d2g then leads to the averages :

(V.lS)

fd2g(g.k) (g.il) = Jd2g g2 t(ll.k)

fd2g(g.k? (g.il)2 = fd2g g4 {~; + 2(~5k)2}
and equation (V.IS) becomes

n2b(i, j) W1 = - b(i, j) /;2 f d3p d3g X ~ fO(Pl) fo(P2) x

x {Q[~](k)[}92II;.(2II2 +~ - Spm) + y; (II 2 +g; - spmy] +~Q[~](k) [/s94II;, +gs4Il2]}.
(V. 16)

The consideration of angular averages over II leads then to

W1 = - 4~2 f d3n d3g ~ fO(Pl) fo(h) x

{

l
(k) [

1 2 2

(
2 g2 S mJ g2

(
2 g2 S m

)
2

]
2

(k)
[

1 4II 2

] }X Q[IT] 9g II 2II +""4 - 7) +"3 II +""4 - 7 + Q[IT] 36 9 .
(V. 11)
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The integration over P ean then be clone in a straightforward manner by the use of ev 05) or of the reeursion
formulas:

f d3p p2n exp - ~p~ = (2 n + 1)(2 n - 1)...3 e;)" (4~niY/2

Iii

Ii; ,

Il

i

j

"

. "
l,

,1: '

Ir

l ,

1
l '.
1

n2 W1 = - L f d3gJLn2(L )3/2 exp - fJg2 X
4m2 m 4IIm 4m

(V. 18)

{

1

[
1
(
g
)
6 5 m

(
g
)
4 55

(
g
)
2 m2

]
2

[
2 m

(
g
)
4

] }x Q[uik):3"2 -:3 7J"2 + 12"2 fJ2 + Q[uik) :3 7J "2 .

Witb the help of definition (57a) this formula cali then be written in the form :

W - - !!!.
[

~Q(2'2) +"55 Q(l,l) - .!..2.Q(1,2)
1 - fJ 3 lu] 6 [u] 3 lu]

The results for the other integrals are given in the text (equations (56»).

+ ~Q(1'3)

]3 ru] .
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